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SUPERSINGULAR K3 SURFACES FOR LARGE PRIMES
DAVESH MAULIK WITH AN APPENDIX BY ANDREW SNOWDEN
ABSTRACT. Given a K3 surface X over a field of characteristic p, Artin conjectured that if X is
supersingular (meaning infinite height) then its Picard rank is 22. Along with work of Nygaard-
Ogus, this conjecture implies the Tate conjecture for K3 surfaces over finite fields with p ≥ 5. We
prove Artin’s conjecture under the additional assumption that X has a polarization of degree 2d
with p > 2d+ 4. Assuming semistable reduction for surfaces in characteristic p, we can improve
the main result to K3 surfaces which admit a polarization of degree prime-to-p when p ≥ 5.
The argument uses Borcherds’ construction of automorphic forms on O(2, n) to construct am-
ple divisors on the moduli space. We also establish finite-characteristic versions of the positivity
of the Hodge bundle and the Kulikov-Pinkham-Persson classification of K3 degenerations. In
the appendix by A. Snowden, a compatibility statement is proven between Clifford constructions
and integral p-adic comparison functors.
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2 D. MAULIK
1. INTRODUCTION
Let k be an algebraically closed field. Recall that a K3 surface X over k is a smooth projec-
tive surface such that the canonical bundle KX is trivial and H
1(X,OX ) = 0. It follows from
the injectivity of the Chern class map
ce´t1 : Pic(X)→ H2e´t(X,Zl(1))
in e´tale cohomology for l 6= chark that
rkPic(X) ≤ 22 = rkH2e´t(X,Zl(1)).
When k = C, Hodge theory implies that this bound can be improved to
rkPic(X) ≤ 20 = h1,1(X).
However, when char k = p > 0, this stronger bound no longer holds. For example, when
p ≡ 3 mod 4, Tate [Ta] showed that the Fermat quartic
{x4 + y4 + z4 + w4 = 0} ⊂ P3k
has Picard rank 22.
In his 1974 paper [Ar2], Artin conjectured the following cohomological criterion for when X
has Picard rank 22. We first recall from [AM] that the formal Brauer group B̂r(X) of X is a
one-dimensional formal group scheme representing the functor:
T 7→ [Ker(Br(X × T )→ Br(X))] ,
on finitely generated local Artin k-algebras, where
Br(X × T ) = H2e´t(X × T,Gm)
is the Brauer group of X × T .
Definition. A K3 surface X over k is supersingular if the formal Brauer group has infinite
height, i.e.
B̂r(X) = Ĝa.
An equivalent formulation (due to [AM]) is that a K3 surface X is supersingular if the
slopes of the Frobenius action on the crystalline cohomology group
H2cris(X,W (k))
are identically equal to 1.
Artin’s conjecture is that this condition is equivalent to having rank 22:
Conjecture. A K3 surface over k has Picard rank 22 if and only if it is supersingular.
The only-if direction of the above conjecture follows from [AM], where they bound the Picard
rank in terms of the height of B̂r(X). The interesting direction is showing that supersingu-
larity implies every class is algebraic. In [Ar2], Artin proves this conjecture when X admits
the structure of an elliptic fibration, modifying the argument of [ASD] for the Tate conjecture
in this setting. Later, in [RZS], Rudakov–Zink–Shafarevich prove Artin’s conjecture for K3
surfaces admitting a polarization of degree 2.
In this paper, we show the following:
Main Theorem. IfX is a supersingular K3 surface admitting a polarization of degree 2d with
p > 2d + 4, then Artin’s conjecture holds for X. If we assume semistable reduction for smooth
projective surfaces over discrete valuation fields with residue field k, then Artin’s conjecture
holds if p ≥ 5 and there exists a polarization on X of degree prime-to-p.
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By semistable reduction over a discrete valuation field, wemean the existence of a semistable
model over the valuation ring after a finite base change.
When k = Fp, recall that a K3 surface X over k satisfies the Tate conjecture if, for every
model X ′ defined over Fpr , the map
ce´t1 : Pic(X
′)⊗Ql → H2e´t(X,Ql(1))Gal(k/Fpr )
is an isomorphism. When p ≥ 5, the Tate conjecture is known for K3 surfaces of finite height
by work of Nygaard-Ogus [NO], so we have the following corollary:
Corollary. The Tate conjecture holds for K3 surfaces admitting a polarization of degree 2d
such that p > 2d + 4. Assuming semistable reduction and p ≥ 5, the Tate conjecture holds for
K3 surfaces admitting a polarization of degree prime-to-p.
The basic idea of the proof is simple. In his paper ([Ar2], Thm. 1.1), Artin shows the fol-
lowing striking fact1: in a connected family of supersingular K3 surfaces, although the Picard
group can jump under specialization, the rank of the Picard group must remain constant. No-
tice that, over C, such a statement is never true for non-isotrivial families of K3 surfaces, by
[Og].
Using this fact and Artin’s conjecture for elliptic K3 surfaces, it suffices to show that every
connected component of the supersingular locus in the moduli space intersects the elliptic
locus nontrivially. This would force the Picard rank to be 22 at one point and thus every point.
To show this, we proceed as follows:
(1) Using work of Borcherds, an elementary bound on coefficients of cusp forms shows the
existence of an automorphic form on the moduli space of K3 surfaces (over C) whose
zeroes and poles lie on the locus of elliptic K3 surfaces. This gives an ample divisor
supported on the elliptic locus which, in particular, must intersect any non-isotrivial
family of K3 surfaces over a complete base.
(2) To apply this in characteristic p, we use ideas from the minimalmodel program to show
that any connected component of the supersingular locus contains complete curves.
This is where the assumption of either p > 2d+ 4 or semistable reduction is required.
(3) Finally, we show that the extension of our ample divisor to characteristic p remains
ample; this requires proving positivity of the Hodge bundle in characteristic p when p ∤
2d and p ≥ 5. This step is the most technically involved part of the paper as it involves
comparison theorems in p-adic Hodge theory and the Kuga–Satake construction for
K3 surfaces. If we could lift the curves in step 2 to characteristic zero, then this step
would be unnecessary; however, in general this is impossible (e.g. the supersingular
locus contains nonliftable rational curves).
In the second step, we extend the classification of one-parameter semistable degenerations
of K3 surfaces of Kulikov-Pinkham-Persson ([Ku, PP]) to characteristic p when p > 2d + 4.
These results may be of independent interest, e.g., in extending Olsson’s work on modular
compactifications [Ol] to characteristic p.
There are also geometric corollaries of the results in the third step. For instance, it implies
that the moduli space of polarized K3 surfaces in characteristic p is quasiprojective, when
p ∤ 2d and p ≥ 5, which seems to be new to the literature. Using [vdGK], we also show that the
height of the formal Brauer group must jump in a proper nonisotrivial family of finite-height
K3 surfaces.
As we were completing this manuscript, we learned that Keerthi Madapusi Pera has an-
nounced a proof of the Tate conjecture for K3 surfaces with prime-to-p polarization, without
any assumption on semistable reduction. As his techniques seem largely different from ours,
1See [dJ] for an argument using crystalline instead of flat cohomology.
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building on Kisin’s work on integral models of Shimura varieties, we hope the geometric ap-
proach in this paper is still of interest.
Outline of paper. In Section 2, we set up some notation and basic facts regarding K3 surfaces
and Clifford algebras. We also explain the construction of the moduli space of quasipolarized
K3 surfaces in mixed characteristic. In Section 3, we prove the statement regarding ample di-
visors on the elliptic locus in characteristic zero. In fact, we give a more general version show-
ing the existence of ample divisors supported on any infinite collection of Noether-Lefschetz
loci. In Section 4, we prove the KPP classification when p > 2d + 4 and apply it to show
that supersingular K3 surfaces do not degenerate over discrete valuation rings. In Section
5, we prove the ampleness of the Hodge bundle on the moduli space of K3 surfaces. This
requires proving that a mixed-characteristic version of the Kuga–Satake morphism is quasifi-
nite, which we do in Section 6, using comparison theorems in p-adic Hodge theory. In Section
7, we explain how these steps give the proof of the main theorem. Finally, in the appendix,
Snowden shows a compatibility statement between the Clifford algebra functor and the p-adic
comparison functors used in Section 6.
Acknowledgments. We would like to thank Bhargav Bhatt, Alessio Corti, Johan de Jong,
Igor Dolgachev, He´le`ne Esnault, Robert Friedman, Daniel Huybrechts, Ja´nos Kolla´r, Max
Lieblich, Ben Moonen, Bjorn Poonen, Jordan Rizov, Matthias Schuett, Olivier Wittenberg,
and Chenyang Xu for many helpful comments and discussions. Thanks also to Snowden for
providing the appendix.
We are especially grateful to Christian Liedtke for many conversations early on in this
project. Among other things, it was his idea that Borcherds’ work in characteristic zero should
be relevant to Artin’s conjecture, and our paper is based on this key insight. The author is
partially supported by a Clay Research Fellowship.
2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we review some basic constructions regarding K3 surfaces that we will need
later.
2.1. Families of K3 surfaces. Given a K3 surface X over an algebraically closed field k, re-
call that a line bundle L onX is a polarization if it is ample. Similarly, L is a quasipolarization
if it is nef and big. Equivalently, there exists N such that L⊗N is globally generated and the
associated map X → |L⊗N | is birational onto its image. The degree of a quasipolarization is
deg c1(L)
2 ∈ Z; it is always a positive even integer. A line bundle L is primitive if it is not of
the form (L′)⊗m for m > 1.
Given a scheme S, let f : X → S be a smooth, proper map from an algebraic space X. We
say it is a family of K3 surfaces over S if for each geometric point s = SpecK → S with K an
algebraically closed field, the fiber Xs is a K3 surface over K.
Given an algebraic space Y , let Pic(Y ) denote the Picard group of line bundles on Y . Given
a family of K3 surfaces f : X → S, let PicX/S → S denote the Picard functor associated to
S; by definition, it is the sheafification in the e´tale topology of the functor sending T → S to
Pic(X ×S T )/Pic(T ). The sheaf PicX/S is represented by an algebraic space over S.
Given an element ξ ∈ PicX/S(S), it defines a polarization on f : X → S if, for each geometric
point s → S, the pullback ξs ∈ PicX/S(s) = Pic(Xs) is a polarization in the sense above.
Similarly, we say it is a quasipolarization (resp. primitive) if its pullback to each geometric
fiber is a quasipolarization (resp. primitive) in the sense above. If S is connected, the degree
of ξ is defined to be the degree of ξs for any geometric point s.
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Given ξ ∈ PicX/S(S), the obstruction to lifting it to an element of Pic(X) is an element in
the Brauer group Br(S) = H2e´t(S,Gm). In particular, given a polarized family of K3 surfaces,
there exists an e´tale cover T → S such that fT : XT → T is a projective morphism of schemes.
We define the groupoid-valued functor M2d on schemes by
M2d(S) = {f : X → S, ξ ∈ PicX/S(S)|X is a family of K3 surfaces over S,
with primitive quasipolarization ξ,deg ξ = 2d}.
We similarly define the functor M◦2d of primitively polarized K3 surfaces; since ampleness is
an open condition, it is easy to see that M◦2d is an open subfunctor of M2d. We will use the
notation M2d,R andM
◦
2d,R to denote the restriction to schemes over SpecR.
Proposition 2.1. These functors are Deligne–Mumford stacks of finite type over Spec(Z). The
stack M2d,Z[1/2d] is smooth over SpecZ[1/2d].
This proposition is well-known, but since we can only find partial statements in the lit-
erature ([Ol] over Q and [Ri1] for the polarized case), we give a brief argument here. Note
that these stacks will not be separated because of the possibility of flops of −2-curves in one-
parameter families of quasipolarized K3 surfaces.
Proof. Since the locus where a quasipolarization is primitive is open, it suffices to show rep-
resentability without this condition.
Given an algebraically closed field k, a double-point K3 surface Y over k is a projective sur-
face with at worst rational double point singularities whose minimal resolution is a (smooth)
K3 surface over k. Given a base scheme S, we define a family of double-point K3 surfaces,
equipped with a polarization of degree d, over S as before.
We first show that, given a family of surfaces g : Y → B with isolated singularities, the
property of having at-worst rational double point singularities is an open condition. Indeed,
observe that, using upper semicontinuity of higher direct images, this is easy for a family
which admits a simultaneous resolution in the sense of Artin–Brieskorn [Ar3]. In general,
it suffices to show that the locus is constructible and preserved under generization. Con-
structibility follows by applying Theorem 1 of [Ar3] to take a base change B′ → B for which
there exists a simultaneous resolution and using openness there. For generization, it suffices
to check this at the complete local ring for the versal deformation of a rational double point
singularity; since rational double points are unobstructed, Theorem 3 of [Ar3] shows that the
rational double point locus is open after taking a finite surjective base change. This implies
the locus is open before the base change as well.
Furthermore, given a double-point K3 surface over an algebraically closed field k, with po-
larization L, the line bundle L⊗3 is very ample, by Theorem 8.3 of [SD] and the main theorem
of [Te] for p = 2. We can use Hilbert scheme arguments to show that the moduli functor Mdp2d
of polarized degree 2d double-point K3 surfaces is representable by a Deligne–Mumford stack
of finite type.
To show representability of M2d, it suffices to construct a morphism π : M2d → Mdp2d , rep-
resentable in algebraic spaces. Given a family of double-point K3 surfaces g : Y → S, a
simultaneous resolution of g is a map of algebraic spaces h : X → Y such that the composition
g ◦ h : X → S is a family of K3 surfaces. We define the stack F2d parametrizing families (over
S) of double-point K3 surfaces Y → S, equipped with a polarization of degree d and a simulta-
neous resolution h : X → Y . Theorem 1 of [Ar3] shows that the natural morphism F2d → Mdp2d
is representable by algebraic spaces.
Furthermore, since the pullback of the polarization on Y defines a quasipolarization on X,
we have a map F2d → M2d. Using sections of a sufficiently high power of the quasipolarization
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(3 is enough), we can produce a family of polarized double-point K3 surfaces from a quasipo-
larized family of smooth K3 surfaces. Using [Ar1] to show the quasipolarization descends,
this provides an inverse map M2d → F2d, so M2d is also a Deligne–Mumford stack.
For smoothness, given a quasipolarized K3 surface (X,L) over a field k, if 2d is invertible in
k, then the image of c1(L) inH
1(X,Ω1X ) is nonzero. Therefore, by [De2], the versal deformation
space is a hypersurface inside SpfW [[t1, . . . , t20]], smooth over SpfW . 
2.2. Clifford algebras. In this section, we recall basic definitions for Clifford algebras and
the Spin group.
Definition 2.2. Given a commutative ring R and a free R-module M of finite rank equipped
with a quadratic form q :M → R, the Clifford algebra
Cl(M, q) = TM/〈m⊗m = q(m)〉
is the quotient of the tensor algebra of M by the two-sided ideal generated by the relation
q(m) = m ⊗m for all m ∈ M . It is a Z/2-graded, free module over R with rank 2rank(M). The
even Clifford algebra Cl+(M, q) is the even-graded component; it is also a free module of rank
2rank(M)−1.
In the examples we are interested in, the quadratic form will always be of the form q(m) =
ψ(m,m) for a symmetric bilinear form ψ on M and we will use the notation Cl+(M,ψ). If the
quadratic form is clear from context, we will typically suppress it from notation. If we have
an ordered basis ofM , indexed by a set S, then there is an associated basis of Cl+(M) indexed
by subsets T of S with even cardinality (obtained by multiplying the basis elements in the
subset). Note also that there exists a unique algebra anti-automorphism ι on Cl+(M) that
fixesM
We state now a few examples that we will use later.
Example 2.3. Consider the integral lattice of rank 22
(1) L = U⊕3 ⊕ E⊕28
where U is the hyperbolic lattice of rank 2 and E8 denotes the E8-lattice. If e, f are standard
basis elements of the first copy of the hyperbolic lattice (so 〈e, e〉 = 〈f, f〉 = 0 and 〈e, f〉 = 1),
fix vd = e− df and take its orthogonal complement
L2d = (e− df)⊥ ⊂ L.
It is an indefinite lattice of rank 21 with bilinear form ψ of signature (19, 2). In Section 5 we
will use the associated even Clifford algebra Cl+(L2d, ψ) in the context of the Kuga–Satake
construction. Similarly, if we tensor with Q, we have the quadratic space V2d and its even
Clifford algebra Cl+(V2d, ψ) = Cl+(L2d, ψ) ⊗Q.
Example 2.4. Given any K3 surface X over an algebraically closed field k with quasipolar-
ization L, and a prime l 6= char(k), we can consider H2e´t(X,Zl(1)) with the pairing given by the
negative Poincare´ pairing
ψe´t : H
2
e´t(X,Zl(1)) ⊗H2e´t(X,Zl(1)→ H4e´t(X,Zl(2)) = Zl
and the primitive cohomology given by taking the orthogonal complement of c1(L)
P 2e´t(X,Zl(1)) = 〈c1(L)〉⊥ ⊂ H2e´t(X,Zl(1)).
If L is primitive, then by lifting (X,L) to characteristic zero and applying proper and smooth
base change, we see that
Cl+(P
2
e´t(X,Zl(1)), ψe´t)
∼= Cl+(L2d)⊗ Zl
as Zl-modules.
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Since ψe´t is compatible in families, the Clifford construction behaves well in families. More
precisely, given any family of K3 surfaces f : X → S with primitive quasipolarization ξ of
degree 2d, and a prime l invertible on S, we can consider the lisse e´tale sheaf R2e´tf∗(Zl(1)) on
S, equipped with the pairing ψe´t. The quasipolarization ξ defines a trivial rank 1 subsheaf,
and we can again take its orthogonal complement (with respect to ψe´t):
P 2e´tf∗(Zl(1)) := 〈c1(ξ)〉⊥ ⊂ R2e´tf∗(Zl(1))
and its associated Clifford algebra
Cl+(P
2
e´tf∗(Zl(1))),
a lisse e´tale sheaf on S whose restriction to any geometric point agrees with the construction
from the previous paragraph.
Example 2.5. We have de Rham versions of the previous example. Given (X,L) over k, such
that char k ∤ 2d, we have the de Rham cohomology group H2dR(X) which is a 22-dimensional
k-vector space, equipped with the descending Hodge filtration
0 ⊂ F 2 ⊂ F 1 ⊂ F 0 = H2dR(X)
such that (F 2)⊥ = F 1. It follows from [De2] that the Hodge-to-de-Rham spectral sequence
degenerates at E1 and the dimensions of the associated graded pieces are 1, 20, and 1 respec-
tively.
As before, we consider the orthogonal complement of c1(L) with respect to the Poincare´
pairing,
P 2dR(X) = 〈c1(L)〉⊥ ⊂ H2dR(X)
which inherits a three-step Hodge filtration with graded pieces of dimensions 1, 19, and 1,
and nondegenerate negative Poincare´ pairing ψdR. If we use {1} to denote shifting filtration
degree down by 1, then the pairing defines a map of filtered vector spaces
ψdR : P
2
dR(X){1} ⊗ P 2dR(X){1} → k
where k has trivial filtration concentrated in degree 0. The even tensor algebra on P 2dR(X){1}
is equipped with a natural descending filtration induced from the Hodge filtration; therefore,
we also have a natural descending filtration on the associated even Clifford algebra
Cl+(P
2
dR(X){1}),
obtained by taking the quotient filtration. By choosing a filtered basis, it is easy to see that,
since P 2dR(X){1} has one-dimensional isotropic F 1, the filtration Fil on the Clifford algebra
has nonzero graded pieces only in degrees 1, 0 and −1, and that Fil1 is spanned by elements
of the form
ω ·
∏
γi
with ω ∈ F 1(P 2dR(X){1}) and γi ∈ F 0(P 2dR(X){1}).
The same statements apply in families. Suppose we are given a family of K3 surfaces
f : X → B with 2d invertible on B, such that X is a scheme, equipped with a line bundle
L that gives a relative polarization. Relative de Rham cohomology R2f∗(Ω
∗
X/B) is a locally
free sheaf of rank 22. It is equipped with the descending Hodge filtration; the steps of this
filtration are locally free subsheaves Fi which are locally direct summands (this follows from
the degeneration proven in [De2]). Again, if we take the orthogonal complement to c1(L), we
have an orthogonal splitting
R2f∗(Ω
∗
X/B) = P
2
dR(f)⊕ OB · c1(L).
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The locally free sheaf P 2dR(f){1} has a nondegenerate pairing and Hodge filtration (which we
also denote by Fi), obtained by restriction. The associated Clifford algebra
Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1})
is a locally free sheaf on B. As in the last paragraph, it inherits a descending filtration Filk
which restricts on geometric points to the filtration given there. By choosing (locally on B) a
filtered basis of P 2dR(f), we can see that the subsheaves of the filtration Fil
k are locally free
and locally direct summands.
Finally, we recall here the definition of the Clifford and Spin groups.
Definition 2.6. The algebraic group CSpin(V2d) over Q is given by
CSpin(V2d) = {g ∈ Cl+(V2d)∗|gV2dg−1 ⊂ V2d}.
The adjoint action of CSpin(V2d) on V2d defines a map of algebraic groups
ad : CSpin(V2d)→ SO(V2d).
The Spin group Spin(V2d) is defined to be the kernel of the Norm map
Nm : CSpin(V2d)→ Gm
given by g 7→ ι(g)g ∈ Gm.
2.3. Level structures. It will be useful later to consider moduli of K3 surfaces with level
structure determined by finite index subgroups of the groups SO and CSpin. The material in
this section follows the discussion in [An, Ri1]. We fix a degree 2d and an integer n ≥ 3. In
practice, we will only work with level n = 4.
Let Ẑ denote the profinite completion of Z and Af = Ẑ ⊗ Q denote the ring of finite adeles.
Let
CSpin(L2d) = CSpin(V2d)(Af ) ∩ Cl+(L2d ⊗ Ẑ)∗
and let
Kspn ⊂ CSpin(L2d)
be the open subgroup consisting of elements ≡ 1 mod n. Finally, we set
Kadn ⊂ SO(L2d ⊗ Ẑ)
to be its image under the adjoint map. It is proven in ([An],4.3) that this is an open subgroup
of finite index. By construction, we can write Kadn =
∏
pKn,p with respect to the decomposition
SO(L2d ⊗ Ẑ) =
∏
p SO(L2d ⊗ Zp).
Let T be the set of primes dividing 2dn, and let ZT =
∏
p∈T Zp. Again, by ([An],4.3), this
set includes all primes for which Kn,p is a proper subgroup. Given a family of K3 surfaces
f : X → B, with a primitive quasipolarization ξ of degree 2d, such that B is connected and
2dn is invertible on B, we define a spin level n structure as follows.
Fix a geometric base point b → B, and let P 2e´t(Xb,ZT (1)) denote the primitive cohomology
of the geometric fiber with coefficients in ZT (1), defined as before by taking the orthogonal
complement of c1(ξ) with respect to the Poincare´ pairing; it carries an action of π
e´t
1 (B, b).
Since ξ is primitive, by lifting (Xb, ξ) to characteristic zero, one can see that P
2
e´t(Xb,ZT (1))
with the (negative) Poincare´ pairing is isomorphic to L2d ⊗ ZT . Let
Isom(L2d ⊗ ZT , P 2e´t(Xb,ZT (1)))
denote the (nonempty) set of isometries between these two spaces, equipped with an action of∏
p∈T Kn,p via the left factor and an action of π
e´t
1 (B, b) via the right factor.
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Definition 2.7. A spin level n structure on (X,B, f, ξ) is an element of
∏
p∈T
Kn,p\Isom(L2d ⊗ ZT , P 2e´t(Xb,ZT (1)))

π
et
1
.
This definition is independent of the choice of base point; it extends to disconnected bases
by working on each connected component separately.
We define the moduli functor M2d,n of primitively quasipolarized K3 surfaces of degree 2d,
equipped with a spin structure of level n in the obvious way.
Proposition 2.8. M2d,n is a smooth algebraic space over Z[1/2dn]. The forgetful map
π : M2d,n → M2d,Z[1/2dn]
is finite and e´tale.
Proof. Given a connected scheme B with geometric base point b and a map B → M2d,Z[1/2dn],
the fiber product
B′ = M2d,n ×M2d,Z[1/2dn] B
is precisely the finite e´tale cover corresponding to the finite πe´t1 (B, b)-set∏
p∈T
Kn,p\Isom(L2d ⊗ ZT , P 2e´t(Xb,ZT (1))).
This shows the second claim, as well as smoothness and representability as a Deligne–Mumford
stack. It remains to show that there are no nontrivial automorphisms at any geometric point.
Suppose we have a quasipolarized K3 surface (X,L) over an algebraically closed field k, and
a finite order automorphism σ of the pair that acts trivially on P 2e´t(X,ZT (1)) ⊗ Z/nZ. Since
n ≥ 3, the eigenvalues of σ∗ on P 2e´t(X,ZT (1)) are roots of unity which are 1 mod n, which can
only happen if they are equal to 1. Since σ is finite order, it is semisimple, so acts trivially on
P 2e´t(X,ZT (1)) and thus H
2
e´t(X,ZT (1)). Therefore, by [Ri1], 3.3.2, σ must be be trivial. 
3. PICARD LATTICES IN PROPER FAMILIES
In this section, we will work over C and study the moduli space M2d,C.
Let π : X→ M2d,C be the universal family, and let
λ = π∗(ωX/M2d,C)
denote the Hodge bundle on the moduli space.
Consider a collection of pairwise non-isomorphic rank 2 lattices of the form:
Λk =
(
2d ak
ak 2bk
)
,
for k ∈ Z+ with discΛk < 0. Let DΛk ⊂ M2d,C be the locus of quasipolarized K3 surfaces (X,L)
for which there exists an embedding of lattices
Λk →֒ Pic(X)
that sends the first basis vector of Λk to L. This defines a divisor on M2d,C.
The main result of this section is the following:
Theorem 3.1. There exists a Cartier divisor D supported on a finite union of these divisors
m⋃
i=1
DΛki
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such that
λ⊗a = O(D) ∈ Pic(M2d,C)
for some a > 0.
The Hodge bundle has positive degree on any non-isotrivial family of K3 surfaces over a
proper curve. Therefore, we have the following corollary which is a refinement of [BKPSB]:
Corollary 3.2. Let f : X → C be a non-isotrivial family of quasipolarized K3 surfaces of
degree 2d over a proper curve C. There exists a point t ∈ C and a lattice Λk in our collection
such that we have an embedding of lattices:
Λk ⊂ Pic(Xt).
In particular, any nonisotrivial family of K3 surfaces over a proper curve C contains an elliptic
K3 surface.
To prove the second claim, we apply the first claim to the collection of lattices
Λk =
(
2d k
k 0
)
.
A K3 surface X has the structure of an elliptic fibration if and only if there exists L′ ∈ Pic(X)
with self-intersection zero.
Remark 3.3. For elliptic lattices, it is possible to prove Corollary 3.2 directly along the lines
of [Og] using a density criterion of Green on Noether-Lefschetz loci and the fact that rational
isotropic vectors in L ⊗ R are dense in the space of real isotropic vectors. However, we need
the more precise ampleness claim of Theorem 3.1 in order to move to characteristic p later on.
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is an application of Borcherds’ construction of automorphic forms
for O(2, n) [Bo1, Bo2]. We will recall this work in the first two subsections and explain how to
apply it to our setting.
3.1. Vector-valued modular forms. For a more detailed discussion of the material in this
subsection and the next, we refer the reader to the original papers [Bo1, Bo2].
We first recall standard definitions regarding modular forms of half-integral weight. In
order to make sense of the modular transformation law with half-integer exponents, a double
cover of the standard modular group SL2(Z) is required.
Definition 3.4. The metaplectic group Mp2(Z) consists of pairs((
a b
c d
)
, φ(τ) = ±√cτ + d
)
where
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL2(Z) and φ(τ) is a choice of square root of the function cτ + d on the
upper-half plane H. The group structure is defined by the product
(A1, φ1(τ)) · (A2, φ2(τ)) = (A1A2, φ1(A2τ)φ2(τ)) .
Here, we write Aτ for the usual action of SL2(R) on τ ∈ H. The metaplectic group is
generated by the two elements
T =
((
1 1
0 1
)
, 1
)
, S =
((
0 −1
1 0
)
,
√
τ
)
,
where
√
τ denotes the choice of square root with positive real part.
Let ρ : Mp2(Z) → EndC(V ) be a finite-dimensional representation of the metaplectic group
such that ρ factors through a finite quotient.
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Definition 3.5. Given k ∈ 12Z, a modular form of weight k and type ρ is a holomorphic function
f : H → V
such that, for all g = (A,φ(τ)) ∈Mp2(Z), we have
f(Aτ) = φ(τ)2k · ρ(g)(f(τ)).
For k ∈ Z and ρ trivial, this reduces to the usual transformation rule.
If we fix an eigenbasis {vγ} for V with respect to T , we can take the Fourier expansion of
each component of f at the cusp at infinity. That is, we write
f(τ) =
∑
γ
∑
k∈Z
ck,γq
k/Rvγ ∈ V
where
q = e2πiτ
and R is the smallest positive integer for which TR ∈ Ker(ρ). The function f is holomorphic
at infinity if ck,r = 0 for k < 0. The space
Mod(Mp2(Z), k, ρ)
of holomorphic modular forms of weight k and type ρ is finite-dimensional. If c0,γ = 0 for all
γ, we say that f is a cusp form.
Given an integral latticeM with an even bilinear form (, ) of signature2 (2, n), we associate
toM the following unitary representation ofMp2(Z). Let
M∨ ⊂M ⊗Q
denote the dual lattice and M∨/M the finite quotient. The pairing extends linearly to a Q-
valued pairing on M∨. The functions 12 (γ, γ) and (γ, δ) descend to Q/Z-valued functions on
M∨/M .
We can define a representation ρM of Mp2(Z) on the group algebra C[M
∨/M ] as follows,
in terms of the action of the generators T and S with respect to the standard basis vγ for
γ ∈M∨/M ,
ρM (T )vγ = e
2πi
(γ,γ)
2 vγ ,
ρM (S)vγ =
√
i
n−2√|M∨/M |
∑
δ
e−2πi(γ,δ)vδ .
We will apply all this toM = L2d, equipped with the bilinear form
(γ, δ) = −ψ(γ, δ);
we take the negative of the bilinear form considered in Example 2.3 to match the signature
conventions of [Bo1] and this section. In this case, we have
M∨/M = Z/2dZ.
For the representation, we will take the dual representation
ρ∗ = ρ∗L2d .
We take the dual to match conventions in [Bo1]. It follows from McGraw [McG] that the
complex vector space Mod(Mp2(Z), k, ρ
∗) has a rational structure Mod(Mp2(Z), k, ρ
∗)Q given
by modular forms with rational coefficients.
2Notice the signature here (following [Bo1]) differs from the conventions in Section 2 where we take the nega-
tive Poincare´ pairing to match [An]. This leads to some extra signs, but is otherwise harmless.
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3.2. Recap of Borcherds’ work. Recall the period domain
Ω± = {ω ∈ L2d ⊗ C|ψ(ω, ω) = 0,−ψ(ω, ω) > 0}
and consider the arithmetic subgroup
Γ = Aut(L, v2d)
of O(V2d) acting on Ω
±.
The analytic orbifold quotient
[Ω±/Γ]
naturally has the structure of a smooth algebraic Deligne–Mumford stack by [BB], and the
period map defines a morphism
j : M2d,C → [Ω±/Γ]
which is an open immersion on the polarized locus.
For every
n ∈ Q<0, γ ∈ L∨2d/L2d = Z/2dZ,
we associate a divisor yn,γ on [Ω
±/Γ] as follows. Given an element v ∈ L∨2d, there is an associ-
ated hyperplane
v⊥ =
{
ω ∈ Ω± | ψ(ω, v) = 0} ⊂ Ω±.
Both ψ(v, v) and the residue class v mod L2d are invariant under the action of Γ. Therefore, if
we fix n and γ as above, the set of v ∈ L∨2d with
ψ(v, v) = −n, v ≡ γ mod L2d
is also Γ-invariant. The union over the set of the associated hyperplanes∑
ψ(v, v) = −n
v ≡ γ mod L2d
v⊥
is Γ-invariant and descends to an algebraic divisor
yn,γ =

 ∑
ψ(v,v)=−n, v≡γ mod L2d
v⊥

 /Γ.
The yn,γ are the Heegner divisors of [Ω
±/Γ]; let [yn,γ ] denote the associated line bundle. Be-
cause of the symmetry v⊥ = (−v)⊥, there is a redundancy yn,γ = yn,−γ in our notation. It
follows from these definitions that yn,γ = 0 unless
(2) − n ≡ 1
4d
γ2 mod Z.
In the degenerate case where n = 0, we have the following prescription. The line bundle
O(−1) on Ω± ⊂ P(L2d ⊗ C) admits a natural Γ action and therefore descends to a line bundle
K on [Ω±/Γ]. If n = 0 and γ = 0, we set
[y0,0] = K
∗.
If n = 0 and γ 6= 0, we set yn,γ = 0.
Given a rank 2 lattice
Λ =
(
2d a
a 2b
)
,
we can associate the discrete invariants
n =
discΛ
4d
= b− a
2
4d
; γ ≡ a mod 2d
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and the associated Heegner divisor yn,γ. It is clear from definitions that j
∗(yn,k) is a divisor
with support DΛ, but possibly with multiplicities. Similarly, in the degenerate case, we have
j∗([y0,0]) = −λ.
We can place the Heegner divisors in a formal power series Φ2d(q) with coefficients in
Pic([Ω±/Γ])⊗Q[L∨2d/L2d]. We can define the generating function
Φ(q) =
∑
n∈Q≥0
∑
γ∈Z/2dZ
[y−n,γ]q
nvγ ∈ Pic([Ω±/Γ])[[q1/4d]]⊗Q[L∨2d/L2d].
The following proposition is Theorem 4.5 of [Bo2] together with the refinement of [McG]:
Proposition 3.6. The generating function Φ2d(q) is an element of
Pic([Ω±/Γ])⊗Mod(Mp2(Z), 21/2, ρ∗)Q.
In particular, given any linear functional
λ : Pic([Ω±/Γ])) ⊗Q→ Q,
the contraction λ(Φ2d(q)) is the Fourier expansion of a vector-valued modular form of weight
21/2 and type ρ∗, so we have a map
β :
(
Pic([Ω±/Γ])) ⊗Q)∗ → Mod(Mp2(Z), 21/2, ρ∗)Q.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 3.1. With this background in place, it is easy to explain the proof.
It follows from equation (2) that every modular form in the image of β has the following
vanishing property:
(3) cn,γ = 0 unless n ≡ 1
4d
γ2 mod Z; c0,γ = 0 if γ 6= 0.
Let
VMod(Mp2(Z), 21/2, ρ
∗)Q
denote the rational subspace of modular forms satisfying this vanishing condition. The key
point is the following elementary lemma about vector-valued modular forms in this subspace.
Lemma 3.7. Suppose we have
f(q) =
∑
n∈Q≥0,γ
cn,γq
nvγ ∈ VMod(Mp2(Z), 21/2, ρ∗)
such that
c0,0 6= 0.
Then, for each γ ∈ Z/2dZ,
cn,γ 6= 0
for all n ∈ Q≥0 sufficiently large such that
n ≡ 1
4d
γ2 mod Z.
Proof. Let θ2d(q) ∈ Mod(Mp2(Z), 1/2, ρ∗) denote the Siegel theta function, the vector-valued
modular form of weight 1/2 whose Fourier expansion is
θ2d(q) =
2d−1∑
γ=0
∑
s
q
(2ds+γ)2
4d vγ ∈ Mod(Mp2(Z), 1/2, ρ∗).
If we take the Eisenstein series
E10(q) = 1− 264
∑
n∈Z+
σ9(n)q
n,
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then
E10(q) · θ2d(q) ∈ VMod(Mp2(Z), 21/2, ρ∗)Q,
i.e., it satisfies the same vanishing conditions as f .
Furthermore, since its only nonzero constant term is when γ = 0, we see that
f(q)− c0,0 ·E10(q) · θ2d(q)
is a cusp form. In particular, each component is a cusp form in the usual sense.
As is well-known (see Corollary 2.1.6 of [Mi] or Proposition 1.3.5 of [Sar] for the half-integral
weight case), there is a trivial bound on the growth of Fourier coefficients of cusp forms:
|cn,γ | < nwt/2+ǫ = n21/4+ǫ
for each γ and n sufficiently large.
Given n and γ ∈ Z/2dZ such that
n ≡ 1
4d
γ2 mod Z,
The corresponding coefficient of E10(q) · θ2d(q) is nonzero and has magnitude bounded from
below by 264(n − d/4)9. Therefore, this contribution to f(q) dominates the cusp form term for
n >> 0, so cn,γ is nonzero. 
We now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Given Λk in our collection of rank 2 lattices, let
yk = ynk,γk
denote the associated Heegner divisors.
It suffices to show that we have a linear dependence of Heegner divisors
a[y0,0] +
m∑
i=1
ci[yki ] = 0 ∈ Pic([Ω±/Γ])
with a > 0. Indeed, if we pull back this dependence via the period map, we get the claim of
the proposition.
To see this, let
H = Span{[yk]} ⊂ Pic([Ω±/Γ])⊗Q
denote the (finite-dimensional) linear span of our collection of Heegner divisors. Then we
want to show that
[y0,0] ∈ H.
We can rephrase the statement of Proposition 3.6 as saying that we have a diagram:⊕
Qen,γ
α−→ VMod(Mp2(Z), 1/2, ρ∗)∗Q
β∗−→ Pic([Ω±/Γ])⊗Q.
Here, the first map α sends the basis vector en,γ to the linear functional
f(q) =
∑
cn,γq
nvγ 7→ cn,γ ,
and the second map β∗ is the dual of the map β defined in the last section. By construction,
we have the composition
β∗ ◦ α : en,γ 7→ [yn,γ].
Since Λk are pairwise non-isomorphic, we know that nk → −∞ as k → ∞. Therefore,
Lemma 3.7 implies that given a modular form
f(q) ∈ VMod(Mp2(Z), 1/2, ρ∗) = VMod(Mp2(Z), 1/2, ρ∗)∗∗
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that vanishes on Span(α(enk ,γk)), it must vanish on α(e0,0) as well. Therefore, we must have
α(e0,0) ∈ Span(α(enk ,γk))
By applying β∗, we have that y0,0 ∈ H. 
4. DEGENERATIONS OF SUPERSINGULAR K3 SURFACES
In this section, we study one-parameter degenerations of supersingular K3 surfaces.
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. Let K be a discrete valuation field
with residue field k, and let OK be its valuation ring, which we assume to have characteristic
p as well. Set
∆ = SpecOK .
Suppose we are given a supersingular K3 surface
f : X → SpecK
equipped with a very ample bundle L of degree 2d, such that p > 2d+ 4.
The main result of this section is the following proposition.
Theorem 4.1. After possibly taking a finite, separable base change, f extends to a family of
K3 surfaces
g : X→ ∆.
so that L extends to a quasipolarization L′.
By a finite separable base change, we mean a finite extension of (discrete valuation) fields
K → K ′, so that our family extends smoothly over ∆′ = SpecOK ′ . Since we will be making a
series of such extensions, we will abuse notation and write ∆ at each step.
Supersingular K3 surfaces are closed with respect to specialization by Corollary 1.3 of [Ar2],
so X ′ has supersingular central fiber as well.
It seems that the principle that supersingular K3 surfaces should not degenerate was first
applied by Rudakov–Zink–Shafarevich [RZS], who prove this for polarizations of degree 2 and
deduce Artin’s conjecture in this case as a consequence. Their argument can be extended
using more recent techniques in birational geometry as follows:
(1) After blowing up X and making a separable base change, we construct a semistable
model Y over ∆, using a semistable reduction result [Sa] of T. Saito for iterated fibra-
tions of curves. This step is where the bound on p is required.
(2) We replace Y with X, a minimal model with trivial relative canonical bundle, by run-
ning semistable MMP for surfaces over a DVR, proved by Kawamata [Kaw] in mixed
and finite characteristic. In particular, if we restrict to SpecK, we recover the generic
fiber X. Using an argument of Corti [Co] over C, the possible central fibers are classi-
fied by Kulikov, Pinkham-Persson [Ku, PP].
(3) Finally, using Q-factoriality of X and the argument of [RZS], supersingularity of the
generic fiber forces g to be smooth.
The argument is somewhat complicated by requiring the extension of L to be a quasipo-
larization. In particular, we need to make sure that the steps in the theorems of Saito and
Kawamata can be arranged to preserve L. In the first case, this is straightforward. For
Kawamata’s paper, this is a little subtle due to flipping contractions; fortunately, we can ap-
ply MMP with scaling, a standard refinement of the usual approach, which allows us to follow
L through these rational maps. We are grateful to A. Corti for a discussion of these issues.
In this section, we will work with Weil divisors considered up to linear equivalence. It will
also be convenient to work Q-divisors, i.e. rational linear combinations of Weil divisors, and
consider these up to Q-linear-equivalence, which we denote by ∼Q. For the most part, we will
work with Q-factorial schemes, so all Q-divisors will be Q-Cartier.
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Since the Picard group Pic(XK) is finitely generated, we can assume, by taking a finite
separable base change, that every line bundle on XK is defined over K.
4.1. Construction of a semistable model. We first find a semistable model for X after
blowup and base extension.
We begin with the following lemma:
Lemma 4.2. There exists a pencil of curves on X (defined over K) for the linear system |L|
associated to L
Y
τ
//
π

X
P1K
such that Y is smooth and the closed fibers of π are irreducible, nodal curves of genus g = d+1.
Since π is a pencil of curves, τ is a proper birational map.
Proof. It suffices to pass to the algebraic closure K and prove the statement for a generic
pencil, since we can then always find one defined over K. For convenience, we suppress the
subscript K.
We first show that a generic pencil has smooth total space with at worst nodal fibers. Since
L is very ample, we have an embedding
X ⊂ Pg,
where we have used Riemann-Roch to determine h0(L) = d+2 = g+1. Let P∨ denote the dual
projective space, let prC : C→ P∨ denote the universal family of hyperplane sections of X, and
let
Z(X) = {(x,H)|x ∈ X,H ∈ P∨, TxX ⊂ H} ⊂ C ⊂ Pg × P∨
denote the locus of the incidence variety parametrizing singular points. It is smooth of di-
mension g − 1, since it is a projective bundle over X. By definition, the dual variety X∨ is the
(reduced) image of the projection of Z(X) to P∨:
Z(X)
pr−→ X∨ ⊂ P∨.
We first show that the projection pr : Z(X) → X∨ is birational. Consider the intersection
number
deg pr∗(h)g−1 ∩ [Z(X)] = deg hg−1 ∩ pr∗[Z(X)] = 6d+ 24,
where this calculation follows from the Plu¨cker formula for the dual variety ([Ho]). Since this
is nonzero, we must have X∨ is a hypersurface and pr is generically finite. Since
p > 2d+ 4 > d+ 4,
p does not divide deg(pr), so pr must be generically e´tale. In fact, since pr is generically e´tale, it
follows from Theorem 2.1 of [Ho] that X is reflexive (meaning Z(X∨) = Z(X)). Furthermore,
by Corollary 2.2 of [Ho], the generic fiber of pr is a linear space, so it must be a point and
pr is birational. Let X∨◦ denote the locus on X
∨ over which pr is an isomorphism. Given a
hyperplane [H] ∈ X∨◦ , it is shown in ([Ho], Cor. 2.2) that Sing(H ∩ X) is nondegenerate, so
must consist of a single node.
Suppose we have a line ℓ ⊂ P∨ which intersects X∨ transversely at a finite number of points
inside X∨◦ . It follows from a dimension count that the set of such lines is open. Given a point
(x, [H]) ∈ C×P∨ ℓ, its tangent space is the kernel of
Tx,[H]C⊕ T[H]ℓ→ T[H]P∨.
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Because T[H]X
∨ is contained in the image of Tx,[H]C, transversality implies this map is surjec-
tive, so the kernel is two-dimensional and C×P∨ ℓ is smooth.
We next show that a generic pencil will have irreducible fibers. It suffices to show that the
generic element of X∨ is a geometrically irreducible hyperplane section.
If not, we have a very ample divisor with a decomposition into smooth connected curves
C = C1 + C2
such that C1 · C2 = 1. By the Hodge index theorem, 1 > (C1 · C1)(C2 · C2) so one of the curves
(say C1) is either rational or elliptic. In the first case, L · C1 = −1 and in the second case
L · C1 = 1; both of these contradict the fact that L is very ample.

Remark 4.3. Over K, the discriminant locus of a generic pencil is reduced. Therefore, after
taking a finite separable extension, we can choose our line over K to have the property that
there exists a collection of K-points D ⊂ P1K , such that Y is smooth on the complement of D.
We fix Y as in the statement of the proposition. In what follows, let
Ysm = π
−1(P1K −D)
denote the locus of smooth fibers of the map π.
Proposition 4.4. After possibly replacing Y with the base change by a finite separable exten-
sion of K, there exists a birational map
ρ : Y ′ → Y
such that ρ is an isomorphism over the locus Ysm and such that Y
′ is the generic fiber of a
semistable model
g : Y→ ∆.
Furthermore, there exists an ample Q-divisor L on Y whose restriction to Y ′ agrees with τ∗L on
ρ−1(Ysm), up to Q-linear equivalence.
Proof. Without the condition on the line bundle, this essentially follows from Theorems 1.3
and 1.8 in [Sa]. The basic idea of Saito’s argument is to use theorems of [dJO] and [Mo] for
extending stable curves over the complement of an open subset of the base. The condition on
the prime p > 2g + 2 = 2d+ 4 is imposed to guarantee that we can extend the stable curve in
codimension one. Given an iterated fibration of curves, he applies this principle repeatedly.
In our case, we first extend the pair (P1K ,D) over SpecK (after possible base change) to a
marked genus 0 stable curve
B → ∆.
The cited theorems in [Sa] then give an extension of Ysm to a log smooth proper scheme Y0 → B
and, after a further log blowup away from Ysm, to a semistable relative surface
Y→ B → ∆.
Furthermore, since Y0 → B is log smooth, it is a family of nodal curves, so there is a stabiliza-
tion map (Y0)K → Y . If we combine this with the map YK → (Y0)K , we have the birational
map
ρ : YK → Y.
It remains to construct the Q-divisor L. First notice that if we consider the relative dualiz-
ing sheaf ωY/P1K
, we have an equality
τ∗L = ωY/P1K
when restricted to Ysm. Indeed, they agree fiberwise by the adjunction formula, so differ by
the pullback of an element of Pic(P1K −D) = 0.
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We first construct a relatively ample Q-divisor L′ for the map Y → B that agrees with τ∗L
on Ysm. The scheme Y0 is constructed along with a relatively ample Q-divisor extending the
relative dualizing sheaf (see the discussion on page 29 of [Sa]). Since Y → Y0 is the normal-
ization of a blowup map, there exists a relatively ample line bundle for this map supported on
the exceptional locus. After twisting by some possibly fractional power of this bundle, we can
construct L′.
Finally, choose an ample divisor A′ on B that, when restricted to P1K , is supported on D; We
then construct L by twisting L′ by a sufficiently large multiple of the pullback of A′. Since A′
is trivial on Ysm, we have
L|ρ−1(Ysm) ∼Q ρ∗τ∗L|ρ−1(Ysm).

4.2. Semistable MMP with scaling. We now apply Kawamata’s semistable MMP to write
down a minimal model of Y → ∆. We first give a brief overview of his results before applying
them to our setting.
Let
f : V → ∆
be a flat, projective morphism, with relative dimension 2 and with V normal. We can define
a Weil divisor KV/∆, well-defined up to linear equivalence, associated to the rank 1 reflexive
sheaf ι∗(ωV ◦/∆) where ι : V
◦ → V is the inclusion of the locus where f is smooth.
In Kawamata’s paper, he imposes the following conditions (**) on the singularities of V :
(1) V is Cohen-Macaulay, Q-factorial, and regular away from finitely many points
(2) f has smooth generic fiber,
(3) the special fiber f∗(s) is reduced,
(4) KV/∆ + f
∗(s) is log terminal.
We define a one-cycle on V/∆ to be an integral linear combination of irreducible, reduced
one-dimensional closed subshemes C ⊂ V , contained in fibers of f . Let N1(V/∆) denote the
group of one-cycles modulo numerical equivalence and N1(V/∆)R = N1(V/∆) ⊗ R. We take
NE(V/∆) to be the closed convex cone inside generated by effective one-cycles on V .
Given a KV/∆-negative extremal ray R of the cone NE(V/∆), the contraction theorem as-
serts that there exists a projective surjective map
πR : V → Z
to a flat normal scheme Z/∆ such that πR contracts a one-cycle C if and only if [C] ∈ R ⊂
NE(V/∆).
There are three possibilities for the map πR:
(1) πR is a fibration with dimZ < 3
(2) πR is birational, with divisorial exceptional locus.
(3) πR is birational with small exceptional locus.
In the second case, Z/∆ again satisfies the conditions (**). In the third case, there exists a
flip
π+ : V + → Z,
i.e., a small birational contraction such that KV +/∆ is π
+-ample and V + satisfies conditions
(**). By choosing K-negative extremal rays and repeating this process, this algorithm even-
tually terminates. The endpoint is either a fibration or a birational model satisfying (**) with
KV/∆ nef.
Suppose we are given a Q-divisor H on V such that KV/∆ +H is nef. The following lemma
explains how to preserve this condition while applying the above package.
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Lemma 4.5. Suppose thatKV/∆ is not nef. There exists an extremal rayR and positive rational
α ≤ 1 such that either πR is a fibration or, if τ : V 99K V ′ denotes the modification associated
to R (either divisorial contraction or flip), then KV ′/∆ + τ∗(αH) is nef on V
′, where τ∗ denotes
either pushforward or strict transform.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is well-known and appears in many places, for example [Fu].
We sketch the argument.
Consider the set
SH = {t ∈ Q|KV/∆ + tH nef}.
Since KV/∆ is not nef, SH is bounded below by 0. Let α = infSH . It is easy to see that α is
determined by KV/∆-negative extremal rays:
α = supi
{−KV/∆ · Ri
H ·Ri
}
.
It follows from the cone theorem [Kaw] that each K-negative extremal ray Ri is generated
by an irreducible curve Ci for which 0 < −KV/∆ · Ci < 4. Indeed, such a bound holds for
extremal rays for a log surface (S,D) in characteristic p by Propositoin 2.9 of [TM]; Kawamata
shows that extremal rays for V/∆ are generated by extremal rays for irreducible components
of fibers.
Although there are countably many rays, there are only finitely many values of the numer-
ator in the above expression, so the supremum is achieved on some extremal ray R.
If πR is a divisorial contraction then, since (KV/∆+αH) ·R = 0, (KV/∆+αH) is the pullback
of a Q-Cartier Q-divisor D on Z ([KM], Cor. 3.17), which is necessarily nef. Furthermore, by
projecting to Z, we can calculate it:
D ∼Q KZ/∆ + απ∗H.
If πR is a small contraction with flip π
+ : V ′ → Z, then we again find a nef Q-Cartier Q-
divisor D on Z as above, and look at D′ = (π+)∗D on V ′, which is also nef. Since V and V ′
agree in codimension one, we have D′ ∼Q KV ′/∆ + ατ∗(H). 
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let
f : Y→ ∆
be the semistable model constructed in Proposition 4.4. In particular, we have a birational
map
τ ◦ ρ : YK = Y ′ → Y → X
and an ample Q-divisor L on Y whose restriction to Y ′ agrees with the pullback of L on the
smooth locus of Y ′ → P1K , up to Q-linear equivalence.
We apply semistable MMP with scaling as in the last section. Since the generic fiber has
Kodaira dimension zero, all steps are divisorial contractions or flips along the central fiber.
As an endpoint, we obtain a projective family of surfaces
g : X→ ∆
which has singularities of type (**) and for which the canonical divisorKX/∆ is nef. SinceX is
K-trivial, we recover the contraction τ ◦ ρ : Y ′ → X as a series of blowdowns when we restrict
every step to SpecK.
Furthermore, by Lemma 4.5 we have a Q-divisorH such thatKX/∆+H is nef. If we restrict
H to X, it follows from the statement of the lemma that there exists 0 < α ∈ Q such that
H|X ∼Q α(τ ◦ ρ)∗(L|Y ′).
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By construction, theQ-divisors ρ∗(L|Y ′) and τ∗L agree (up to∼Q) when restricted to Ysm. Since
all fibers of π : Y → P1 are reduced and irreducible by Lemma 4.2, we have
ρ∗(L|Y ′) ∼Q τ∗L+ ǫ[F ]
for ǫ ∈ Q and [F ] is the class of a fiber of π. Since τ∗[F ] = L, we have that
H|X ∼Q τ∗(τ∗L) + ǫL = γL
for some γ ∈ Q. Since L|Y ′ is ample, H|X is Q-linearly equivalent to a nonzero effective
Q-divisor. So we must have γ > 0.
The following lemma is proven in Corollary 3.7 of [Co].
Lemma 4.6. We have KX/∆ = 0. In particular, KX/∆ is Cartier.
Notice that this is an equality of Weil divisor classes, i.e. not up to Q-linear equivalence.
Proof. Since KX is trivial, by uppersemicontinuity of H
0(g∗O(−KX/∆)), −KX/∆ is represented
by an effective Weil divisor supported on the central fiber. If the irreducible components of
the central fiber are Si, we have an equality of Weil divisor classes
−KX/∆ =
∑
ai[Si],
with integers ai ≥ 0. Since
∑
[Si] = 0, we can arrange for ai = 0 for some i. If not all aj = 0,
we can choose adjacent components Si, Sj such that ai = 0 and aj > 0. By choosing a generic
curve C in Si that meets Sj without lying in Sj, we see that −KX/∆ · C > 0 contradicting the
fact that KX/∆ is nef. Therefore KX/∆ = 0. 
Corollary 4.7. The Q-divisor H is relatively big and nef.
Proof. Since H|X is a positive rational multiple of L (up to ∼Q), it is big over SpecK which
implies the statement on the central fiber by upper semi-continuity. Since KX/∆ + H is nef,
the previous lemma completes the claim. 
Corollary 4.8. The singularities of the central fiber X0 are rational double points or normal
crossings type.
Proof. The formal singularity type of the singular points of X are classified in Theorem 4.4 of
[Kaw]. Since KX/∆ is Cartier, these are the only possibilities. 
At this stage, we have shown a partial version in characteristic p of the Kulikov-Pinkham-
Persson classification of degenerations of a K3 surface over C. Indeed, suppose ∆ = SpecR
where R is a complete discrete valuation ring, and we are given a K3 surfaceX → SpecK with
a very ample bundle L of degree 2d such that p > 2d+ 4. After applying Artin’s simultaneous
resolution [Ar3] to our construction so far, there exists a finite base change ∆′ → ∆ and a
small modification
X′ → X×∆ ∆′
such that X′ is an algebraic space over ∆ with ωX′/∆′ trivial.
The central fiber X′0 of
g′ : X′ → ∆′
has only normal crossings singularities, trivial dualizing sheaf, and (by flatness of g′) has
cohomology groups Hj(OX′0) equal to those of a K3 surface. Therefore by the argument in
Nakkajima [Na], it must be a combinatorial K3 surface, i.e., one of three types:
(1) smooth K3 surface (type I)
(2) two rational surfaces joined by a chain of ruled surfaces over an elliptic curve (type II)
(3) a configuration of rational surfaces whose dual graph is a triangulation of S2. (type
III)
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Note that this version of the KPP theorem is weaker than the usual formulation, since the
total space X′ may be singular and we require a base change.
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.1, we now apply the fact that X is supersingular.
Lemma 4.9. The map g : X→ ∆ is smooth.
Proof. It suffices to prove this lemma after replacing∆ with its completion at the closed point,
so we can apply the KPP classification above, after a finite base change and small modification.
By Section 2 of [RZS], the simultaneous resolution X′ cannot have normal crossings singu-
larities. Indeed, they show that type II and type III combinatorial K3 surfaces have formal
Brauer group with height at most 2; since the height can only jump under specialization, the
central fiber must be a smooth K3 surface. Therefore, X0 has at worst double-point singulari-
ties.
To rule these out, we argue as follows. By Theorem 1.1 of [Ar2], Picard ranks of super-
singular K3 surfaces are constant under specialization. Therefore if we again consider the
simultaneous resolution, we see that
Pic(X′)⊗Q = Pic(X′0)⊗Q.
Suppose there exists an exceptional curve C ⊂ X′0. Then by the above property, there exists
a line bundle A on X′ such that
degC A 6= 0.
On the other hand, recall that we have arranged for Pic(X) = Pic(XK). Therefore the line
bundle
A|g′−1(∆′\0)
descends to X. Since X is Q-factorial, after replacing A with a multiple, its descent to X
extends to a line bundle A on X. If p : X′ → X is the simultaneous resolution, then we have
by construction that p∗A = A over the generic point of ∆′. Since X′ → ∆′ is smooth, these line
bundles must agree everywhere. Therefore
degC A = degC p
∗A = 0
since p contracts C to a point. This gives a contradiction, so there are no exceptional curves
and g is smooth. 
If we return to the statement of Theorem 4.1, the last thing to check is that if we extend
L (uniquely) to a line bundle L′ on X, then L′ is a quasipolarization. However, we already
have a nef Q-divisor H on X that is Q-linearly equivalent to γL with γ > 0 when we restrict to
XK = X. Therefore,
H ∼Q γL′
on X and L′ is nef. Bigness of L′ is automatic by upper semicontinuity. This completes the
proof.
5. POSITIVITY OF HODGE BUNDLE
Given a family of K3 surfaces π : X → S, recall the Hodge bundle on S is the line bundle
λS = π∗(ωX/S) ∈ Pic(S).
If it is clear from context, we will suppress the subscript. In this section and the next, we
prove a positivity result for the Hodge bundle in characteristic p.
Theorem 5.1. Given p ≥ 5 and d such that p ∤ 2d. Given any map g : C → M2d,Fp from a
smooth proper curve C such that
(1) C is not contracted in the map to the coarse moduli space and
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(2) C meets the polarized locus M◦2d,Fp nontrivially,
the pullback of the Hodge bundle on M2d,Fp to C has positive degree. Furthermore, the restric-
tion of the Hodge bundle to M◦2d,Fp is ample.
Remark 5.2. The condition on meeting the polarized locus should not be essential, but is
a technical condition that makes the arguments in the next section simpler. If one adapts
the techniques there to apply for algebraic spaces instead of schemes, the theorem can be
strengthened to show ampleness on any separated substack.
In characteristic zero, these results are well-known via Hodge theory. Unfortunately, we do
not know a similar argument in finite characteristic, so the proof we give here is extremely
indirect. A more geometric approach to this question would be very interesting.
Remark 5.3. It is possible to shorten the proof given here using the theory of integral canoni-
cal models of Shimura varieties in Section 6, along the lines of the unpublished manuscript of
Vasiu [Va]. Since we prefer not to use that technology (and find the arguments there difficult
to follow), we provide a longer argument here.
Let us state a couple of immediate geometric corollaries of Theorem 5.1.
Corollary 5.4. The moduli space M◦2d,Fp is a quasiprojective Deligne–Mumford stack, when
p ≥ 5 and p ∤ 2d.
The following corollary follows from Theorem 15.3 in [vdGK]:
Corollary 5.5. Given a family f : X→ B of polarized K3 surfaces of degree 2d with p ≥ 5 and
p ∤ 2d, such that B is proper and f is not isotrivial, either
(1) the height of the fibers Xt are not constant, or
(2) all fibers Xt are supersingular.
The strategy of the proof of Theorem 5.1 is as follows. Given a family of abelian varieties
π : A→ S,
the (determinant) abelian Hodge bundle on S is the line bundle λA,S = π∗(ωA/S). Again, we
will suppress the subscript for the base S if clear from context. In arbitrary characteristic,
we know from [FC] that the abelian Hodge bundle is ample on the moduli space of abelian
varieties.
In order to apply this result to our situation, we use the Kuga–Satake construction to define
a map between the moduli spaces of K3 surfaces and abelian varieties. While a priori this
is a transcendental construction, it follows from work of Deligne, Andre´, Rizov, and Vasiu,
that it behaves well in families in mixed characteristic (under some hypotheses). In this
section, we study this map and show that it preserves Hodge bundles, up to a multiple. This
will prove Theorem 5.1, assuming the Kuga–Satake map is quasifinite. We will prove this
quasifiniteness in the next section.
5.1. Kuga–Satake over C. We first briefly recall the Kuga–Satake construction for a K3
surface X over C, equipped with a quasipolarization L of degree 2d, following the description
in [De1] and [Huy].
For ease of notation, we identify the integral primitive cohomology of (X,L) with the lattice
L2d from Section 2.2. It carries a polarized weight 2Hodge structure, determined by the choice
of line
F 2 = Cω ⊂ L2d ⊗ C
such that 〈ω, ω〉 = 0.
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To construct the associated Kuga–Satake abelian variety as a complex torus, we take the
free Z-module Cl+(L2d) and put a complex structure on the real vector space
Cl+(L2d)⊗ R = Cl+(L2d ⊗ R).
For this, we choose the generator ω of F 2 such that 〈ω, ω〉 = −2, where ω denotes complex
conjugation. If we write ω = x + iy, where x, y ∈ L2d ⊗ R, then the complex structure J on
Cl+(L2d⊗R) is given by the operator of left multiplication by x · y, with respect to the Clifford
algebra structure.
To show that this complex torus is in fact an abelian variety, we define a polarization on the
weight 1 Hodge structure as follows. Given the hyperbolic lattice U with standard basis e, f ,
the element v = e− f has self-intersection 〈v, v〉 = −2. In our explicit presentation of L2d from
Section 2.2, define v1, v2 ∈ L2d by taking the corresponding element in the second and third
copy of U in equation (1). We define a skew-symmetric pairing on Cl+(L2d) by the formula
〈x, y〉 = Tr(x∗yv1v2)
where Tr is the trace of the operator of left multiplication on Cl(L2d). It is proven in [Huy]
that (depending on the orientation of ω), either 〈, 〉 or −〈, 〉 defines a polarization.
In either case, we have an abelian variety of dimension 219. By calculation, one can show
that the explicit polarization we have given has degree (d′)2 with d′ = 23·2
18 · d219 . All that
matters for us is that it is only divisible by primes dividing 2d.
Finally, if we define the finitely generated Z-algebra
C+ = Cl+(L2d)
op,
it is clear that we have an action of C+ on Cl+(L2d) by right multiplication that preserves the
complex structure just defined. Therefore, the Kuga–Satake abelian varieties carry an action
of C+.
5.2. Field of definition. From now on, we restrict to level n = 4. In the next section, we
will explain results of Andre´ and Rizov regarding Kuga–Satake morphisms in families over
mixed-characteristic base. See also [Va] for related constructions. To apply their results, we
need to work over an appropriate number field E satisfying certain properties. We study this
field extension in this section.
Recall from Section 2.2 the norm map Nm : CSpin(V2d)→ Gm and consider the image of the
compact open subgroup Kn ⊂ CSpin(V2d)(Af ):
Nm(Kn) ⊂ (Ẑ)∗.
We claim that it contains a congruence subgroup
Um = {a ∈ Ẑ∗|a ≡ 1 mod m}
for some m only divisible by prime factors of 2nd = 8d. Indeed, since Kn is compact open, so is
its image under Nm. For each prime l not dividing 2d,
Cl+(L2d ⊗ Zl)∗ ∩CSpin(V2d ⊗Ql)
is smooth over Zl and so surjects onto Z
∗
l (using Hensel’s lemma and the surjection on Fl-
points).
We require a finite extension E of Q(ζm) such that every connected component of M2d,n,E is
geometrically connected.
Lemma 5.6. There exists a finite extension E/Q as above that is unramified away from primes
dividing 2d.
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Proof. Since M2d,Q is geometrically connected, to show that every connected component of the
finite e´tale cover π : M2d,n,E → M2d,E is geometrically connected (for some choice of E), it
suffices to find an E-point,
SpecE → M2d,E ,
such that the pullback of π is a trivial Galois cover. Equivalently, we need to find a quasipo-
larized K3 surface over E such that all spin level n structures on X are defined over E. In
order to do this, choose N divisible only by the primes dividing 2d such that
Kadn ⊃ {g ∈ Aut(L⊗ Ẑ)|g ≡ 1 mod N}.
We want to find a number field E and a quasipolarized K3 surface over E such that Gal(Q/E)
acts trivially on H2e´t(XQ,Z/NZ(1)).
Again, it suffices to find a number field E′, unramified over Q away from 2d, and a family of
K3 surfaces over OE′ [1/2d] with a quasipolarization of degree 2d. If we have this, the extension
of E′ defined by H2e´t(XQ,Z/NZ(1)) will necessarily be unramified away from 2d. For this,
we can take the Fermat quartic over E′ = Q(ζ8) (over which all line bundles are defined).
It has the structure of an elliptic fibration with section by Lemma 12.2.2 of [SS], so it has
quasipolarizations of every degree, all defined over E′, and good reduction away from 2. 
5.3. Kuga–Satake construction in families. In what follows, let
Ag,d′,n
denote the moduli stack of abelian varieties of dimension g with a polarization of degree d′2
and a level n structure, where d′ is the polarization degree defined in Section 5.1. It is a
smooth quasiprojective scheme over Z[1/d′n] (see ([Mu], 7.9), and ([Oo], 2.4.1)).
We can now state slightly modified versions of Theorem 8.4.3 from [An] and Lemma 5.5.5
and Theorem 6.2.1 from [Ri2], which allow us to extend the Kuga–Satake construction to
families over mixed-characteristic base.
Proposition 5.7. (1) There exists a morphism
κE : M2d,n,E → Ag,d′,n,E
which on C-valued points sends a polarized K3 surface to its associated Kuga–Satake
variety.
(2) If π : Aκ → M2d,n,E denotes the abelian scheme given by pulling back the universal
family over Ag,d′,n, then there exists an isomorphism
C+ → EndM2d,n,E (Aκ)
of algebras. Here C+ is the algebra defined in the last section.
(3) There exists a unique isomorphism of e´tale sheaves of algebras
Cl+(P
2
e´tf∗(Zl(1)))
∼→ EndC+(R1e´tπ∗(Zl))
where the left-hand side denotes the Clifford construction for the universal family of K3
surfaces f : X → M2d,n,E and the right-hand side denotes the sheaf of endomorphisms
of R1e´tπ∗(Zl) that commute with the action of C
+.
(4) The morphism κE extends to a morphism
κ : M2d,n,OE[1/2d] → Ag,d′,n,OE [1/2d].
The morphism κ in the proposition is not canonical; there exist many choices satisfying the
above conditions.
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Proof. If we restrict to the moduli space of polarized K3 surfaces, this proposition is precisely
what is shown in [An, Ri2]. The arguments given there easily extend to the quasipolarized
case, as we now explain.
For part (i), the proof in the polarized case proceeds as follows. Recall the algebraic groups
G = SO(V2d) and G1 = CSpin(V2d) over Q; if we take the symplectic rational vector space
W = Cl+(V2d) with skew-symmetric pairing 〈, 〉 from Section 5.1, we also have the algebraic
group CSp(W) of symplectic transformations. The adjoint and spin representations define
maps
ad : G1 → G; sp : G1 → CSp(W).
Recall again the (disconnected) Hermitian symmetric domain
Ω± = {ω ∈ V2d ⊗ C|〈ω, ω〉 = 0, 〈ω, ω〉 > 0}.
There exists a unique Hermitian symmetric domain Ω±1 for G1 such that the adjoint map
extends to a map
(G1,Ω
±
1 )→ (G,Ω±)
of Shimura data, and so that Ω±1 → Ω± is an analytic isomorphism. Finally, if H± is the
union of the Siegel upper and lower half-planes for the symplectic spaceW , we have a map of
Shimura data
(G1,Ω
±
1 )→ (CSp(W),H±).
The associated Shimura varieties all have canonical models over Q, so we have maps of
Shimura varieties
πad : ShKspn (G1,Ω
±
1 )→ ShKadn (G,Ω±)(4)
πsp : ShKspn (G1,Ω
±
1 )→ ShΛn(CSp(W),H±)(5)
where Λn is the congruence level-n subgroup of CSp(W)(Af ) associated to the integral lattice
Cl+(L2d) of W. Finally, we can identify ShΛn(CSp(W),H
±) with a connected component of
Ag,d′,n,Q.
In [Ri2], it is shown that, after base change to E as in the last section, all connected com-
ponents of the Shimura varieties for G1 and G are geometrically connected, and πad restricts
to an isomorphism on each such component. Therefore, after base change to E, there exists
(after a choice) a section
σ : ShKadn (G,Ω
±)E → ShKspn (G1,Ω±1 )E .
With all this structure in place, the proof of part (i) is to first construct a period morphism
j2d,n : M
◦
2d,nsp,Q → ShKadn (G,Ω±)
and then define
κ = (πsp ⊗ E) ◦ σ ◦ (j2d,n ⊗ E).
To extend this construction to the quasipolarized case, it suffices to extend the definition of
j2d,n. After tensoring with C, the construction in [Ri2] of the map applies unchanged since a
quasipolarized family still gives rise to a polarized variation of weight 2 Hodge structures of
K3 type. Since there exists a Zariski dense open subset (namely the polarized locus) for which
j2d,n descends to Q, the entire map descends as well.
For parts (ii) and (iii), once we know these conditions on a Zariski dense open subset of
M2d,n, we know them on the total space.
For part (iv), the argument in [Ri2] extends easily. Since M◦2d,n,Fp is a Zariski dense open
subset of M2d,n,Fp, we already know the abelian scheme (and auxiliary structure) extends
over codimension one points. To extend over all higher codimension points, the argument in
Theorem 6.2.1 applies without change. 
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5.4. Comparison of Hodge bundles. In this section, we compare the Hodge bundle λ on
the moduli space of K3 surfaces with the pullback of the determinant abelian Hodge bundle
λA on the moduli of abelian varieties, via the Kuga–Satake map κE .
Proposition 5.8. There exists a positive integer a such that
κ∗E(λ
⊗a
A
) = λ⊗(2
20·a) ∈ Pic(M2d,n,E).
Proof. Given a line bundle L on a finite type scheme X over E, if it is trivial after pullback
to X ⊗ C, then it is torsion on X. Indeed, if it is trivial on X ⊗ C, a standard spreading-out
argument shows that it is trivial on X ⊗ Q also and therefore over some finite extension of E
of degree r. By taking the norm of a trivialization defined over this finite extension, we obtain
a trivialization of L⊗r defined over E.
It therefore suffices to prove the claim over M2d,n,C. For this, we rephrase everything in
terms of automorphic bundles on Shimura varieties. We refer the reader to section III of [Mi]
for a detailed overview of this subject. Given Shimura data (H,X), a point x ∈ X determines
a parabolic subgroup Px ⊂ H(C). One can associate, to a finite-dimensional representation φ
of Px, an automorphic bundle Vφ on the Shimura variety ShK(H,X)C. If the representation φ
extends to a representation of H(C), then the algebraic bundle Vφ carries an integrable con-
nection and, in particular, can be associated to a local system. The local system is determined
by the restriction of φ to K ∩H(Q) ⊂ H(C) (see [Mi], section III.2).
For the orthogonal group G, if we fix a point on Ω± corresponding to a line Cω ⊂ V2d ⊗ C,
the parabolic subgroup is
Pad = {g ∈ G(C)|g(Cω) = Cω}.
Let Psp ⊂ G1(C) denote the preimage of Pad with respect to the adjoint map. Finally, let Pab
denote the subgroup of CSp(W)(C) that preserves the weight 1 Hodge filtration on W induced
by ω via the Kuga–Satake construction.
Let ρ denote the one-dimensional representation of Pad given by its action on the one-
dimensional subspace Cω. It follows from the definitions that
λ = j∗2d,n(Vρ),
where Vρ denotes the automorphic bundle associated to ρ on ShKn(G,Ω
±).
Similarly, if φ : Pab → End(Fil1) denotes the action on the first filtered piece of the weight
one Hodge structure on W , then
λA = det(Vφ).
By restriction, we have a representation of Psp on Fil
1; the associated automorphic bundle is
the pullback of Vφ by the map πsp.
We first show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. There is a short exact sequence of representations of Psp:
0→ Fil1 → Cl+(V2d ⊗ C)→ ρ−1 ⊗ Fil1 → 0.
Proof. It follows from definitions that
Fil1 = {a ∈ Cl+(V2d ⊗ C)|ωa = 0} = {a ∈ Cl+(V2d ⊗C)|a = ω · b},
where the action of Psp is by left multiplication. Fix an element v ∈ V2d such that 〈v, v〉 6= 0
and consider the linear map
Cl+(V2d ⊗ C)→ Cl+(V2d ⊗ C)
given by
x 7→ ω · x · v.
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Since right multiplication commutes with the action of Psp, this map intertwines the parabolic
action after we twist by ρ. Furthermore, since right multiplication by v is invertible, both the
kernel and image of this map are Fil1. 
Let
τ = detCl+(V2d ⊗C)
denote the one-dimensional representation of Psp. Since this representation extends to a
representation of G1, the line bundle Vτ is associated to a local system. Furthermore, by
[An], section 4.2, the compact open subgroup Kspn is contained in Spin(V2d)(Af ). Since Spin is
semisimple, the restriction of τ will be trivial, therefore the restriction of τ to the congruence
subgroup Kspn ∩G1(Q) must be trivial, and Vτ is the trivial bundle.
If we take the determinant of the short exact sequence of Lemma 5.9, and apply this trivi-
ality, we see that
(π∗sp detVφ)
⊗2 = (Vρ)
⊗221 .
as line bundles on ShKspn (G1,Ω
±
1 )C.
If we pull everything back to M2d,n,C using the period map j2d,n and σ, the statement of the
proposition follows immediately.

5.5. Proof of Theorem 5.1. Fix a prime p ≥ 5 such that p does not divide 2d. Let k = Fp and
W = W (k) be the the ring of Witt vectors with fraction field K = W [1/p]. Since the number
field E is unramified at primes dividing p, we have a map
OE [1/2d] →W (k)
and we can study the base-change of the Kuga–Satake morphism
κW : M2d,n,W → Ag,d′,n,W .
In the next section we show the following
Proposition 5.10. The Kuga–Satake map κk in characteristic p is quasifinite when restricted
to the polarized locus:
κk : M
◦
2d,n,k → Ag,d′,n,k.
If we restrict κk to the ordinary locus (i.e. K3 surfaces whose formal Brauer group have
height 1), then quasifiniteness is proven in [Ri2] using the theory of canonical lifts.
Let us take this proposition for granted and finish the proof of Theorem 5.1. First, observe
that it suffices to prove both parts of Theorem 5.1 after base change to k and also after passing
to the finite e´tale cover M2d,n,k.
We first show two elementary lemmas about algebraic spaces.
Lemma 5.11. Given a smooth algebraic space X of finite type, a line bundle L on X, and a
reduced and irreducible divisor Z ⊂ X such that L is trivial on X◦ = X\Z, there exists an
integer a such that L = O(aZ).
Proof. Pick a trivialization
ψ : O|X◦ → L|X◦ .
Choose a presentation R→ U ×U of X as a quotient by an e´tale equivalence relation. Let ZU
and ZR denote the preimages of Z in U and R respectively, and let U
◦ and R◦ denote the open
Zariski-dense complements. If we pullback ψ to a trivialization ψ◦U , over U
◦, we can evaluate
its order of vanishing along each irreducible component of ZU . Since Z is irreducible, given
any two irreducible components of ZU , there exists an irreducible component of ZR dominating
them both with respect to the two projections from R to U . Therefore, since ψ descends to
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X◦, by pulling back to R, we see that its order of vanishing is the same on each irreducible
component of ZU . After twisting appropriately, ψ
◦
U extends to an isomorphism
ψU : O(aZU )→ LU
which descends to an isomorphism on X since its restriction to U◦ descends. 
Lemma 5.12. Let X be an algebraic space, equipped with a smooth, finite-type map
f : X → SpecW,
and a line bundle L on X. If the restriction LK to the generic fiber of f is trivial, then so is the
restriction Lk to the special fiber.
Proof. If we let Zi denote the connected components of Xk, then by smoothness of f , each Zi is
irreducible and reduced and is a Cartier divisor on X. Since they are disjoint, we have
OZi(Zj) = OZi
for j 6= i. Also, since the central fiber Xk =
∑
j Zj is principal, we have
OZi(Zi) = OZi(
∑
j
Zj) = OZi .
Since LK is trivial, by the previous lemma applied iteratively, there exist integers ai such
that
L = OX(
∑
aiZi).
Therefore, its restriction to each component of Xk is trivial. 
Since M2d,n,W is smooth over SpecW , Proposition 5.8 and Lemma 5.12 imply that
κ∗k(λ
⊗a
A ) = λ
⊗(220·a) ∈ Pic(M2d,n,k).
By Theorem V.2.3 of [FC], the determinant abelian Hodge bundle λA is ample on Ag,d′,n,k.
Therefore, Proposition 5.10 immediately implies that λ is positive on any curve that intersects
M◦2d,n,k. Furthermore, if we restict to the polarized locus M
◦
2d,n,k, the map κk is separated, so
by Zariski’s Main Theorem, it is a composition of an open immersion and a finite morphism to
Ag,d′,n,k. Therefore the pullback of λA, and so also λ, are ample.
6. QUASIFINITENESS OF KUGA–SATAKE
In this section, we prove Proposition 5.10, stating that the Kuga–Satake morphism
κk : M
◦
2d,n,k → Ag,d′,n,k
is quasifinite on the polarized locus.
Suppose otherwise. Then there exists an unramified map jk : Bk → M◦2d,n,k from a smooth
affine curve Bk over k such that κk◦jk contracts Bk. SinceM◦2d,n,W is smooth over SpecW , after
possibly shrinking Bk, there exists a lift
B = SpecA→ SpecW
where B is smooth affine scheme of relative dimension 1 and a map
j : B → M◦2d,n,W
that specializes to jk.
After passing to an e´tale neighborhood, we can assume j arises from a polarized family of
K3 surfaces
f : X → B
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where X is a scheme, with polarization induced by a line bundle L on X. We can assume by
further shrinking that there exists an e´tale mapW [t, t−1]→ A.
The composition κW ◦ j and Proposition 5.7 gives us a relative abelian scheme
π : A→ B
equipped with a fiber-wise action
C+ → EndBA
such that, over SpecA[1/p], we have an isomorphism of e´tale sheaves
(6) Cl+(P
2
e´tf∗Zp(1))
∼→ EndC+(R1e´tπ∗(Zp)).
Given the family (over Spec k)
fk : Xk → Bk,
recall we have the Gauss–Manin connection on relative de Rham cohomology:
∇ : R2fk,∗(Ω∗Xk/Bk)→ R2fk,∗(Ω∗Xk/Bk)⊗ Ω1Bk .
If we pass to the associated graded with respect to the Hodge filtration, we have the OBk -linear
map
gr2∇ : f∗(Ω2Xk/Bk)→ R1f∗(Ω1Xk/Bk)⊗ Ω1Bk ,
known as the Kodaira-Spencer map. After taking duals, gr2∇ is identified with the differential
of jk which by assumption is nonvanishing.
Therefore, quasifiniteness is reduced to the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1. If the family Ak → Bk is trivial, then the Kodaira-Spencer map gr2∇ for
fk : Xk → Bk vanishes identically.
To prove this proposition, we use comparison theorems from p-adic Hodge theory to trans-
late (6) into an isomorphism of associated filtered Frobenius crystals. By reducing mod p, this
isomorphism allows us to study the de Rham cohomology over k.
6.1. Setup. We first replace the ring A with its p-adic completion, i.e., we replace B with the
p-adically complete scheme
B̂ = Spec Â
and with the families obtained via base change
f : X̂ → B̂, π : Â→ B̂
over SpecW . We can assume that there is a lift of the Frobenius morphism φ on A⊗ k to Â.
Remark 6.2. In this section and the next, we will recall some results and constructions from
p-adic Hodge theory, specialized to our setting. In what follows, let R be an integral domain
that is the p-adic completion of a smoothW -algebra, equipped with a lift of Frobenius on R⊗k,
and let Ŝ = SpecR, R[1/p] = R⊗W K and Ŝ[1/p] = SpecR[1/p].
We will work with lisse e´tale Zp-sheaves and Qp-sheaves on Ŝ[1/p]. If we pick a geometric
point s : SpecΩ→ Ŝ[1/p], we can think of such a sheaf as a finite free Zp-module (respectively,
Qp-module) with a continuous action of the profinite group π1(Ŝ[1/p], s).
In our situation, the natural base change functor from e´tale sheaves on B[1/p] to e´tale
sheaves on B̂[1/p] gives rise to an analog of equation (6) over B̂[1/p].
Definition 6.3. A filtered Frobenius crystal over Ŝ is given by the data (E,Fili,∇,Φ) where
• E is a locally free sheaf on Ŝ of finite rank,
• Fili, for i ∈ Z is a decreasing filtration of E by locally direct summands,
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• ∇ is an integrable, topologically quasi-nilpotent connection∇ : E→ E⊗Ω1
Ŝ/W
satisfying
Griffiths transversality, and
• a horizontal isomorphism φ : (E⊗K)⊗φ Ŝ[1/p]→ E⊗K.
In the above, Ω1
Ŝ/W
is the module of separated differentials of R overW . Notice that we have
not required φ to be defined integrally (as opposed to an F-crystal). The Frobenius structure
will not play a major role in our discussion.
Similarly, we can define a filtered F-isocrystal by working everywhere with Ŝ[1/p]. The
category of filtered Frobenius crystals is closed with respect to duals and tensor products.
Example 6.4. For the base Ŝ = SpecW , we define the filtered Frobenius crystalW{−1} to be
the free W -module of rank 1 with generator e ∈ Fil1\Fil2 and φ(e) = p · e. We can defineW{k}
for k ∈ Z in the natural way, as well as Tate twists E{k} = E⊗W W{k} of a filtered Frobenius
crystal over Ŝ.
Example 6.5. Given our family f : X̂ → B̂, relative de Rham cohomology defines a vector
bundle on B̂
R2f∗(Ω
∗
X̂/B̂
)
which can be equipped with the structure of a filtered Frobenius crystal. The filtration and
connection come from the Hodge filtration and Gauss–Manin connection, respectively, while
the Frobenius structure comes from its identification with crystalline cohomology, once we
have the lift of Frobenius to B̂, by Remark 2.23 and Theorem 3.8 in [O].
Remark 6.6. The negative Poincare´ pairing
ψdR : R
2f∗(Ω
∗
X̂/B̂
){1} ⊗R2f∗(Ω∗X̂/B̂){1} → OB̂
is compatible with the Gauss–Manin connection, filtration, and Frobenius action (after twist-
ing). Therefore, these structures can be restricted to the primitive cohomology P 2dR(f){1}
defined in Example 2.5. The Clifford algebra
Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1})
inherits the structure of a filtered Frobenius crystal on B̂ (the filtration was discussed in
Example 2.5; the other structures descend from the even tensor algebra to the Clifford algebra
using the compatibility with ψdR.)
Similarly, for π : Â → B̂, we have the filtered Frobenius crystal R1π∗(Ω∗
Â/B̂
). It inherits an
action of the algebra C+. If we consider the coherent sheaf
EndC+(R
1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)),
it inherits a connection, filtration, and Frobenius action from the corresponding structure on
the Frobenius crystal End(R1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)).
Lemma 6.7. The above structures on the coherent sheaf
EndC+(R
1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
))
define a filtered Frobenius crystal. Furthermore, if we reduce modulo p, we have an isomor-
phism
EndC+(R
1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
))⊗W k ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗(Ω∗Ak/Bk))
of filtered vector bundles with connection on Bk.
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Proof. In the second statement, the filtration on the right-hand side is induced from the fil-
tration on
End(R1π∗(Ω
∗
Ak/Bk
))
coming from the Hodge filtration on relative de Rham cohomology.
For the first statement, the only thing to check is that the coherent sheaf is locally free and
its filtered pieces are locally direct summands. For the second statement, we need to check
compatibility of base change with both passing to the C+-centralizer and the construction of
the filtration.
We can argue as follows. All statements are local, so after passing to an affine neighborhood,
assume that relative de Rham cohomology of π and both its filtered piece and quotient are free
on B̂, i.e. that we have a short exact sequence
0→ F →M → Q→ 0
of free Â-modules, all equipped with C+-action. By linearity, this action extends to an action
of C+ ⊗ Â.
Since p ∤ 2d, the symmetric pairing on L2d ⊗Z W is nondegenerate. It follows from Knus
([Kn], IV.3) that
C+ ⊗Z W = Cl+(L2d ⊗Z W ) ∼= Mat219(W )
is a matrix algebra, and thus the same for C+ ⊗Z Â.
We therefore have a Morita equivalence
µ : (C+ ⊗Z Â)−mod→ Â−mod
where the inverse functor is defined by tensoring with Â⊕2
19
and using the natural action of
the matrix algebra.
In particular, it is easy to see from this that a (C+ ⊗Z Â)-module N is locally free as an
Â-module if and only if µ(N) is a locally free Â-module.
Using the equivalence µ, we have an identification of Â-modules
EndC+(M) = EndC+⊗Â(M)
∼→ EndÂ(µ(M))
which is locally free since µ(M) is. Furthermore, the filtration on the left-hand-side is induced
by the two-step filtration onM by the prescription
Filk(EndC+(M)) = {γ ∈ EndC+(M)|γ(Filj(M)) ⊂ Filj+k(M)}.
This corresponds via the above isomorphism with the analogous filtration on the right-hand-
side (defined by µ(F )). Since µ(F ) is locally free and is locally a direct summand, the filtered
pieces of EndÂ(µ(M)) are also locally free and locally direct summands (one can see this, for
example, by picking a local complement for µ(F )). This proves the first claim.
For the second claim, we use the fact that, for a (C+ ⊗Z Â)-module N , we have
µ(N ⊗W k) = µ(N)⊗W k
which can be checked using the formula for µ−1. The isomorphism of vector bundles follows
from the chain of isomorphisms
EndC+(M⊗W k) = EndÂ(µ(M⊗W k)) = EndÂ(µ(M)⊗W k) = EndÂ(µ(M))⊗W k = EndC+(M)⊗W k,
where use locally-freeness of µ(M) in the third step. A similar argument works for the filtered
pieces, e.g.
HomC+(Q⊗W k, F ⊗W k) = HomÂ(µ(Q)⊗W k, µ(F ) ⊗W k)
= HomÂ(µ(Q), µ(F )) ⊗W k = HomC+(Q,F )⊗W k.

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The key proposition that lets us prove quasifiniteness is the the following de Rham version
of equation (6).
Proposition 6.8. We have an isomorphism of filtered Frobenius crystals on B̂:
Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1}) ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗(Ω∗Â/B̂)).
We will prove this proposition using integral comparison theorems in p-adic Hodge theory,
as we now explain.
6.2. Relative p-adic Hodge theory. It is easier to first explain the proof of this proposi-
tion after inverting p, using the rational version of the relative comparison theorem of [Fa]
(proven also in [AI]). We will only work in the affine case, since everything can be made some-
what explicit in this setting. Although the general definitions of crystalline sheaves and the
comparison functor DŜ are complicated, they can at least be stated concretely in this case.
Let R and Ŝ be as in Remark 6.2. Choose an algebraic closure Ω of the field of fractions
Frac(R) and let R be the union of the normalizations of R in subfields L ⊂ Ω, where L ranges
over finite extensions of Frac(R) such that the normalization of R[1/p] in L is e´tale. We have a
canonical isomorphism
π1 := π1(SpecR[1/p],Ω) = Gal(Frac(R)/Frac(R)).
Let Bcris(R) denote the relative version of Fontaine’s period ring, as defined in, e.g., Section
2.6 of [AI]. We refer the reader to our references for the definition of this ring since it is very
complicated. It is a filtered R[1/p]-algebra, equipped with an action of π1 above, a decreasing,
exhaustive, and separated filtration by R[1/p]-submodules, an integrable connection ∇, and
a Frobenius structure, such that the filtration is stable with respect to π1 and the connection
and Frobenius structure commute with this action.
Given an e´tale Qp-sheaf L on Ŝ[1/p], having picked a base point Ω, we can view it as a
finite-dimensional Qp vector space V equipped with a continuous action of π1. The (covariant)
comparison functor DŜ is given by the R[1/p]-module
DŜ(L) = (V ⊗Qp Bcris(R))π1
where the Galois group acts via the diagonal action. It inherits a filtration, connection, and
Frobenius structure from those on Bcris(R).
Definition 6.9. The sheaf L is crystalline if D
Ŝ
(L) is a filtered F-isocrystal and the natural
map
D
Ŝ
(L)⊗R Bcris(R)→ V ⊗Qp Bcris(R)
is an isomorphism.
We can now state Theorem 3.12 of [AI] (see also Theorem 2.6 of [Fa]), which relates crys-
talline e´tale sheaves with filtered isocrystals.
Proposition 6.10. Given Ŝ as in Remark 6.2, DŜ is a fully faithful functor from crystalline
lisse e´tale Qp-sheaves on Ŝ[1/p] to filtered F-isocrystals on Ŝ. It is compatible with tensor
products, duals, and Tate twists. Given a map ι : Ŝ′ → Ŝ of such schemes over W , there is a
natural equivalence of functors
D
Ŝ′
◦ ι∗e´t = ι∗dR ◦ DŜ
where ι∗e´t, ι
∗
dR denote respectively base change functors on e´tale Qp-sheaves and filtered F-
isocrystals.
The remarkable feature of this functor is that, for proper smooth families, it takes e´tale
cohomology to de Rham cohomology: (Prop. 4.1 and Theorem 4.2 in [AI]; Theorem 6.3 in [Fa]).
Again, in what follows, Ŝ and Ŝ′ are as in Remark 6.2.
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Proposition 6.11. Given a proper smooth morphism g : Ŷ → Ŝ, the e´tale Qp sheaf Rke´tg∗(Qp)
is crystalline, and we have a natural isomorphism of filtered F-isocrystals
Φg : R
kg∗(Ω
∗
Ŷ /Ŝ
)[1/p]→ D
Ŝ
(Rke´tg∗(Qp))
that is compatible with Chern classes of line bundles, Poincare´ duality, pullback along mor-
phisms Ŝ′ → Ŝ, and pullback along morphisms Ŷ ′ → Ŷ between proper smooth schemes over
Ŝ.
With all this technology in place, proving Proposition 6.8 on the level of isocrystals is easy.
We first show that the comparison functor DŜ is compatible with both the Clifford construc-
tion and passing to C+-invariants.
Lemma 6.12. Given a crystalline e´tale Qp-sheaf L on Ŝ with symmetric pairing
ψe´t : L⊗Qp L→ Qp,
let E = DŜ(L) be its associated filtered F-isocrystal and let
ψcris = DŜ(ψe´t) : E⊗Ŝ[1/p] E→ OŜ[1/p]
be the associated pairing on E. Then there is a natural isomorphism of filtered F-isocrystals
Cl+(E, ψcris)
∼→ DŜ(Cl+(L, ψe´t)).
Proof. Note that to define ψcris, we use the compatibility of DŜ with tensor products. It follows
from the formula for D
Ŝ
and the definition of ψcris that there is a natural map of filtered
F-isocrystals
Cl+(E, ψcris)→ DŜ(Cl+(L, ψe´t)).
Since the underlying sheaves of locally free Ŝ[1/p]-modules have the same rank, it suffices to
show this map is surjective. Moreover, this map is compatible with the natural map
rkL/2⊕
k=0
(E⊗2k)→
rkL/2⊕
k=0
DŜ(L
⊗2k).
Since D
Ŝ
is compatible with tensor product, this map is an isomorphism on each graded piece
and, in particular surjective. Since the Clifford algebra is a quotient of the above direct sum,
we are done. 
We consider the abelian scheme π : Â→ B̂, equipped with the action C+ → EndB̂(Â). Both
the e´tale Qp-sheaf R
1
e´tπ∗(Qp) and the filtered F-isocrystal R
1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)[1/p] inherit actions of
C+.
We argue that these actions are compatible with comparison theorems.
Lemma 6.13. Given our setup above,
(1) The action of C+ on R1e´tπ∗(Qp) induces an action on DB̂(R
1
e´tπ∗(Qp)) such that the com-
parison isomorphism
Φπ : R
1π∗(Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)[1/p]
∼→ D
B̂
(R1e´tπ∗(Qp))
intertwines the action of C+.
(2) There is a natural isomorphism
Φπ : EndC+(R
1π∗Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)[1/p]
∼→ DB̂(EndC+(R1e´tπ∗(Qp))).
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Proof. Given γ : Â → Â over B̂, Φπ is compatible with pullback along γ, by Proposition 6.11.
This gives the first claim.
For the second, since DB̂ is compatible with duals and tensor products, we have an isomor-
phism
D
B̂
(End(R1e´tπ∗(Qp))→ End(DB̂((R1e´tπ∗(Qp)).
Consider R1e´tπ∗(Qp) as a vector space V with an action of π1 := π1(Spec(B̂[1/p]), b). Given any
element γ ∈ C+, it gives an endomorphism of V that commutes with the action of π1.
Arguing as in Lemma 6.7, we have
(EndC+(V )⊗B(Â))π1 = (EndB(V ⊗B(Â)))π1,C
+
=
(
(EndB(V ⊗B(Â)))π1
)C+
= EndC+((V ⊗B(Â))π1).

First, observe that Φf induces a natural isomorphism of filtered F-isocrystals
Φf{1} : P 2dR(f){1}[1/p] → DB̂(P 2e´tf∗Qp(1)).
Indeed, this follows from the compatibility of Φf with taking Chern classes of L and with tak-
ing the orthogonal complement with respect to the Poincare´ pairing, as stated in Proposition
6.11. Furthermore, Φf{1} intertwines the nondegenerate pairings DB̂(ψe´t) and ψdR.
We therefore have an isomorphism
Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1})[1/p] = Cl+(P 2dR(f){1}[1/p]) = Cl+(DB̂(P 2e´tf∗Qp(1)))
= DB̂(Cl+(P
2
e´tf∗Qp(1))) = DB̂(EndC+(R
1π∗Qp)) = EndC+(R
1π∗Ω
∗
Â/B̂
)[1/p].
We have proven the following weak version of Proposition 6.8
Lemma 6.14. There exists an isomorphism of filtered F-isocrystals
Ψ
B̂[1/p]
: Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1})[1/p] ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗Ω∗Â/B̂)[1/p].
6.3. Integral statements. To complete the proof of Proposition 6.8, we need to show that
the isomorphism in Lemma 6.14 comes from an isomorphism of crystals. This will come from
the fact that the isomorphism (6) is itself integral, and integral versions of the comparison
theorems.
In fact, we only need these statements overW rather than a general base, thanks to Lemma
6.14 and the following lemma. We are grateful to Brian Conrad for showing us a simpler
argument for the following. In what follows, let R and Ŝ be as in Remark 6.2.
Lemma 6.15. Given filtered Frobenius crystals E and F over Ŝ, with an isomorphism
ψ : E[1/p]→ F[1/p]
as filtered F-isocrystals on Ŝ[1/p]. Suppose that for every W -point
ι : SpecW → Ŝ,
the pullback isomorphism ι∗ψ extends to an isomorphism
Ψι : ι
∗E→ ι∗F
of filtered Frobenius crystals on SpecW . Then ψ extends to an isomorphism Ψ : E → F of
filtered Frobenius crystals on Ŝ.
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Proof. It suffices to show that the isomorphism of locally free R[1/p]-modules extends uniquely
to an isomorphism of R-modules, since the compatibility with ∇ and φ can be checked after
inverting p. We will show it extends to a map of R-modules; by applying the same result to
the inverse (defined over R[1/p]), we see that the map will be an isomorphism. Furthermore,
by shrinking R, we can assume that E and F are free modules.
By studying matrix elements of the map, we are left to the following. Given an element
f ∈ R[1/p] such that its specialization inW [1/p] lies inW for all maps ofW -algebras R→W ,
we want to show that f ∈ R.
Pick r ≥ 0 such that F = prf ∈ R and suppose r > 0. Since R is smooth, every k-point of
Ŝ lifts to a W -point, for which the specialization of F is divisible by p. In particular, F ⊗ k is
contained in every maximal ideal of R⊗ k which is a reduced algebra of finite type, so F ∈ pR,
and we can replace r with r − 1. Continuing inductively, we have that f ∈ R. 
Definition 6.16. Given a crystalline representation V of Gal(K/K), its Hodge-Tate weights
are the degrees of the nonzero graded pieces of the filtered F-isocrystal DW (V ) with respect to
its filtration.
Definition 6.17. A filtered Frobenius crystal M over W with weights contained in [0, b] is
called a strongly divisible lattice if
(1) the associated isocrystal M ⊗K is in the essential image of DW ,
(2) φ(FilkM) ⊂ pkM ,
(3) and
∑
k≥0 p
−kφ(FilkM) =M.
A filtered Frobenius crystalM with weights contained in [a, b] is an a-strongly divisible lattice
ifM{a} is strongly divisible.
Let us recall now a minor modification of some results in Fontaine-Laffaille theory, which
are usually stated for weights in the range [0, a], see [BM] for an overview. The statement here
is easily obtained from those by Tate twisting, using tensor product compatibility. A formula
for the inverse functor is given in the Appendix, with more details provided in [BS].
Proposition 6.18. Fix an interval of Hodge-Tate weights [a, b] with p > b − a + 1. There
exists an equivalence D[a,b] between the category of Galois-stable lattices inside crystalline rep-
resentations with Hodge-Tate weights contained in [a, b] and the category of a-strongly divisible
modules with the same range of weights. This functor is compatible with tensor product of two
lattices, provided that the tensor product also has Hodge-Tate weights in the range [a, b]. We
have the similar statement for duals.
As in the last section, we also have the integral comparison theorem of Fontaine-Messing
[FM], which relates e´tale and de Rham cohomology.
Proposition 6.19. Given a smooth proper scheme g : Y → SpecW , there is a natural isomor-
phism of filtered Frobenius crystals over W
Φintg : H
k
dR(Y/W )→ D[0,k](Hke´t(Y [1/p],Zp))
for p > k + 1. It is compatible with Φg in the sense that
Φintg ⊗K = Φg.
The compatibility between Fontaine-Messing and Faltings’s comparison isomorphisms is
proven in [Ni].
We will only be interested in the range of weights [−1, 1] and will suppress that notation
from now on: D = D[−1,1].
We need integral versions of the compatibility statements from Lemmas 6.13 and 6.12 from
last section. In what follows, suppose we have an abelian scheme π : AW → SpecW equipped
with a fiber-wise action of the algebra C+.
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Lemma 6.20. Assume p ≥ 5. We have a natural isomorphism
Φintπ : EndC+(R
1π∗(Ω
∗
AW /W
))→ D(EndC+(R1e´tπ∗(Zp))),
compatible with the rational isomorphism proven in the last section.
Proof. It follows from the bound on the prime that we have an isomorphism
End(R1π∗(Ω
∗
AW /W
))
∼→ D(End(R1e´tπ∗(Zp))),
compatible with the rational isomorphism. In combination with the rational statement in
Lemma 6.13, we have the result. 
Lemma 6.21. Assume p ≥ 5. Given a Galois-stable latticeM of a crystalline representation V
over SpecW with symmetric pairing
ψe´t :M ⊗Zp M → Zp,
compatible with the Galois action, such that the Hodge-Tate weights of V and Cl+(V, ψe´t) are
contained in [−1, 1]. Let E = D(M) be its associated strongly divisible module and let
ψcris = D(ψe´t) : E⊗W E→W
be the associated pairing on E. Then there is a natural isomorphism of strongly divisible
modules
Cl+(E, ψcris)
∼→ D(Cl+(L, ψe´t))
compatible with the rational isomorphism in the previous section.
The rational proof of this lemma applies here integrally as written, but requires a much
worse bound on p in order for tensor product compatibility to apply. To realize the stronger
bound on the prime, we require some extra technology, and defer the proof to the Appendix.
We can now complete the proof of Proposition 6.8.
Proof. From Lemma 6.14, we have an isomorphism of filtered F-isocrystals
Ψ
B̂[1/p]
: Cl+(P
2
dR(f){1})[1/p] ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗Ω∗Â/B̂)[1/p].
From Lemma 6.15, it suffices to show that for every ι : SpecW → B̂
ι∗ΨB̂[1/p] = Ψι ⊗K
for some isomorphism of filtered F-crystals. Let
fι : XW → SpecW, πι : AW → SpecW
denote the families over W obtained via ι. We can construct Ψι as before using the sequence
of isomorphisms
Cl+(P
2
dR(fι){1}) ∼→ Cl+(D(P 2e´tfι,∗(Zp(1)))) ∼→ D(Cl+(P 2e´tfι,∗(Zp(1))))
∼→ D(EndC+(R1e´tπι,∗(Zp))) ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗(Ω∗AW /W ))
Compatibility with ΨB̂[1/p] then follows from the other compatibilities listed in the above lem-
mas. 
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6.4. Proof of quasifiniteness. We can now finish the proof of Proposition 5.10 and thus
positivity of the Hodge bundle.
Using Proposition 6.8, if we restrict filtered Frobenius crystals to Bk, we have an isomor-
phism of filtered vector bundles with integrable connection
(7) Cl+(P
2
dR(fk){1}) = Cl+(P 2dR(f){1}) ⊗ k ∼→ EndC+(R1π∗Ω∗Â/B̂)⊗ k = EndC+(R
1π∗Ω
∗
Ak/Bk
).
Here we have used Lemma 6.7 on the right-hand side.
We now state the following simple lemma:
Lemma 6.22. Let E and E′ be vector bundles on Bk, equipped with decreasing filtrations Fil
and Fil′, integrable connections ∇ and ∇′, and an inclusion
0→ E′ → E
compatible with connections such that Filk,
′
= Filk ∩ E′. Suppose that the restriction of ∇
preserves a given filtered piece
∇ : Filk → Filk ⊗ Ω1Bk
then the same holds for ∇′ and Filk,′.
Since πk : Ak → Bk is trivial, the Gauss–Manin connection on
End(R1π∗Ω
∗
Ak/Bk
)
is trivial and in particular preserves every step of the Hodge filtration. Therefore, using the
above lemma and equation (7), it follows that the connection ∇ on
Cl+(P
2
dR(fk){1}) = EndC+(R1π∗Ω∗Ak/Bk)
preserves each step of the filtration. In particular,∇ preserves the filtered piece Fil1(Cl+(P 2dR(fk){1})).
On the other hand, suppose the Kodaira-Spencer map gr2∇ for fk is nonzero at some closed
point b ∈ Bk. We can pass to primitive cohomology and rephrase this as saying that the
connection ∇ does not preserve the filtered piece Fil1(P 2dR(fk){1}).
Replace Bk by an affine neighborhood such that P
2
dR(fk){1}) and all filtered pieces are given
by free modules and such that there exists an everywhere-nonzero vector field v.
Then if we choose a basis vector ω for the rank-one module Fil1(P 2dR(fk){1}), we have that
η := ∇vω /∈ Fil1(P 2dR(fk){1}).
By Griffiths transversality, we have that η ∈ Fil0(P 2dR(fk){1}); after possibly passing to a
smaller neighborhood, we can complete {ω, η} to a filtered basis of P 2dR(fk){1}):
ω, η1 = η, η2, . . . , η19, γ
with ηk ∈ Fil0(P 2dR(fk){1}).
Since ω, η, and η2 are linearly independent, we know
(8) η · η2 /∈ ω · Cl(P 2dR(fk){1}).
If we apply ∇v to ω · η2, we see that
η · η2 = ∇v(ω · η2)− ω · ∇vη2.
Using the description of the Clifford filtration in Example 2.5, we have that
ω · η2 ∈ Fil1(Cl+(P 2dR(fk){1}))
and therefore also
∇v(ω · η2) ∈ Fil1(Cl+(P 2dR(fk){1})) ⊂ ω · Cl(P 2dR(fk){1}).
This implies that η · η2 is divisible by ω, so we have a contradiction with equation (8).
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7. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM
Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p, andX/k a supersingular K3 surface
with a polarization L of degree 2d with p > 2d+ 4. We can now prove Artin’s conjecture for X,
along the lines sketched in the introduction.
We fix n = 4 and work with the moduli space M2d,n with spin level structure. As always, let
W =W (k) denote the ring of Witt vectors with fraction field K =W [1/p].
We first construct a proper one-dimensional family of supersingular K3 surfaces containing
X. By Theorem 15 of [O2], the supersingular locus of M◦2d,n,k is a closed algebraic subspace of
dimension 9. In particular, there exists a nontrivial map
ι : C◦ → M◦2d,n,k
from an affine open subset C◦ of a smooth proper curve C/k, whose image is contained in the
supersingular locus. Let
f : X◦ → C◦
be the associated polarized family of K3 surfaces which we can assume, after taking an e´tale
cover, carries a relatively ample line bundle L.
By Theorem 5.2 of [SD], given a K3 surface over an algebraically closed field of odd charac-
teristic, with an ample line bundle L that is not very ample, either the surface has a polar-
ization of degree 2 or the surface is elliptic. In these cases, Artin’s conjecture holds by either
[RZS] or [Ar2]. Therefore, we can assume that L is very ample on the generic fiber of f and
we can apply Theorem 4.1. The following lemma uses the local result to compactify the family
f .
Lemma 7.1. After possibly replacing C◦ by a finite cover, we can compactify f to a quasipolar-
ized family of supersingular K3 surfaces with spin level n structure
f : X→ C
over a smooth, proper, connected curve C.
Proof. Given each closed point c in the (finite) complement C\C◦, let
∆c = SpecOC,c.
By Theorem 4.1, there exists a finite, separable base change
∆′c → ∆c
and a map ∆′c → M2d,k extending the restriction of ι to the generic point of ∆c.
For each c, the generic point of ∆′c defines a finite separable field extension of the function
field k(C). Choose a finite cover C ′ → C such that the field extension k(C)→ k(C ′) of function
fields is a finite separable extension containing all these finite extensions of k(C). Given a
point t ∈ C ′ lying over a boundary point b, let ∆t = SpecOC′,t and let ∆◦t be the complement of
the closed point. By construction,
∆◦t = Spec k(C
′) ⊂ ∆t → ∆c
lifts to a map
∆◦t = Spec k(C
′)→ ∆′c.
By properness, this extends to
∆t → ∆′c → M2d,k.
Therefore, we can compactify the pullback of ι on the preimage of C◦ to a map C ′ → M2d,k.
After taking a finite e´tale cover of C ′, we can construct the spin level n structure as well. 
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We now apply the results of Section 3. If we take Theorem 3.1 applied to the rank 2 lattices
associated to elliptic surfaces (as in the proof of Corollary 3.2), and pullback the linear equiva-
lence constructed there toM2d,n,C, we have a divisor DC consisting of elliptic K3 surfaces such
that
(9) λ⊗a = O(DC) ∈ Pic(M2d,n,C)
where λ is the Hodge bundle on M2d,n and a > 0.
Given a rank 2 lattice Λ of the type considered in Section 3, the divisors DΛ are defined over
Q, since they can be described as the images of moduli spaces of quasipolarized K3 surfaces
equipped with an extra line bundle. Furthermore, the Galois conjugate of an elliptic K3
surface over Q is still elliptic. Therefore, arguing as the first paragraph of Proposition 5.8,
equation (9) descends to Q perhaps after passing to a multiple and replacing D with a union
of conjugates. That is, there exists a Cartier divisor
DQ ⊂ M2d,n,Q,
whose geometric points correspond to elliptic K3 surfaces, such that
λ⊗a = O(DQ) ∈ Pic(M2d,n,Q).
We can base change to K, and let D ⊂ M2d,n,W be the Cartier divisor obtained by taking
the closure of D⊗K ⊂ M2d,n,K, with multiplicities. Applying Lemma 5.12, the equality of line
bundles on M2d,n,K specializes to an isomorphism over M2d,n,k, i.e. we have an isomorphism of
line bundles on M2d,n,k
λ⊗a = O(D ⊗ k) ∈ Pic(M2d,n,k).
By Theorem 5.1,
degC λ
⊗a > 0,
so we must have
C ∩ (D ⊗ k) 6= ∅.
In particular there exists at least one closed fiber Xt of f which is a supersingular elliptic
K3 surface. By Theorem 1.7 of [Ar2], Xt has Picard rank 22. Since the Picard rank of a
supersingular K3 surface is constant in connected families, by Theorem 1.1 of [Ar2], X has
Picard rank 22 as well.
Finally, notice that the only place where p > 2d + 4 is used is Section 4.1 to construct a
semistable model via Saito’s work. If we assume semistable reduction for surfaces over a
one-dimensional base, then the rest of the paper only requires p ∤ 2d. Therefore, under this
assumption, we have an improved bound on the prime.
APPENDIX A. COMPATIBILITY OF CLIFFORD CONSTRUCTIONS WITH
FONTAINE–LAFFAILLE FUNCTOR (BY A. SNOWDEN)
Let p > 2 be a prime, let K/Qp be an unramified extension with absolute Galois group G
and ring of integers W . Let D be a filtered ϕ-module with Hodge-Tate weights in [a, b] with
b−a < p (these are called filtered F-isocrystals in Section 6.1). By an a-strongly divisible lattice
inD, we mean aW -latticeM inD such thatM{a} is a strongly divisible lattice inD{a} in the
usual sense. We let FL[a,b] be the Fontaine–Laffaille functor, which takes a-strongly divisible
lattices in D bijectively to G-stable lattices in the corresponding Galois representation. It is
defined by
FL[a,b](M) = HomFil,ϕ(M{a}, Acris(a))∨.
With this convention, we have FL[a,b](W{k}) = Zp(k) for any k ∈ [a, b]; the inverse functor is
D[a,b] in Section 6.3. We follow here the Tate twist conventions from that section.
The goal of this appendix is to prove the following result.
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Proposition A.1. Let a < b be integers with b− a < p− 1.
• Let V be a crystalline representation with weights in [a, b].
• Let ψV : V ⊗ V → Qp be a symmetric Galois compatible pairing.
• Let D be the filtered ϕ-module corresponding to V .
• Let ψD : D ⊗D → K be the pairing corresponding to ψV .
• Let T ⊂ V be a G-stable lattice such that the restriction ψT of ψV to T is Zp-valued.
• LetM be the a-strongly divisible lattice in D corresponding to T under FL[a,b].
Assume that the Clifford algebra Cl(V, ψV ) has weights in [a, b]. Then the restriction ψM of
ψD to M is W -valued and the Clifford algebra Cl(M,ψM ) is the a-strongly divisible lattice
in Cl(D,ψD) corresponding to Cl(T, ψT ) under FL[a,b]. Similarly, the even Clifford algebra
Cl+(M,ψM ) is the a-strongly divisible lattice in Cl+(D,ψD) corresponding to Cl+(T, ψT ) under
FL[a,b].
Remark A.2. In the application of this proposition, V is of dimension 21 and both V and
Cl(V, ψV ) have weights in [−1, 1]. It is not difficult to show, using only Fontaine–Laffaille
theory, that formation of the Clifford algebra is compatible with Fontaine–Laffaille theory for
p > 42. The proposition gives compatibility for p ≥ 5.
To prove the result, we will need to make use of results of Kisin. Let S = W [[u]], equipped
with the Frobenius map ϕ extending the natural one onW and taking u to up. Let E(u) ∈ S be
the Eisenstein polynomial u− p. A Kisin module is a free S-moduleM of finite rank equipped
with a S-linear isomorphism ϕ : ϕ∗(M)[1/E(u)] →M[1/E(u)] (see [Ki2, §4.1]). The notion of a
morphism of Kisin modules is evident. The kernel of a surjection of Kisin modules is again a
Kisin module; the corresponding result for cokernels is clearly not true. The category of Kisin
modules is stable under tensor products and duality. Let K∞ be the extension of K obtained
by adjoining a compatible system of p-power roots of p, and let G∞ ⊂ G be its absolute Galois
group. Given a Kisin module M, Kisin constructed a finite free Zp-module T(M) equipped
with an action of G∞. In the “effective” case, where ϕ(M) ⊂M, this is defined by
T(M) = HomS,ϕ(M,S
ur)∨,
see [Ki1, §2.1.4] (though note we have added a dual); in general, T(M) is defined by twist-
ing to the effective case, using the above definition and then untwisting, much like FL[a,b] is
defined. The functor T is fully faithful, compatible with duality, preserves surjections and
takes exact sequences to exact sequences. These properties follow from [Ki1, §2.1.4], [Ki1,
§2.1.12] together with Fontaine’s theory of e´tale OE-modules (see [Liu, §2.2] for a summary).
Kisin showed ([Ki1, §2.1.5] and [Ki1, §2.1.15]) that every G-stable lattice in a semi-stable
representation is of the form T(M) for some Kisin module M.
Lemma A.3. Let V be a crystalline representation of G with weights in [a, b] with b− a < p− 1
and let D be the filtered ϕ-module corresponding to V . Let T be a G-stable lattice in V and
let M be the Kisin module associated to T . Then the ϕ∗(M/uM) is naturally the a-strongly
divisible lattice in D corresponding to T under FL[a,b]. (Here ϕ
∗ indicates that the W -module
structure is twisted by ϕ.)
Proof. By twisting, it suffices to treat the case a = 0 and b = p−2. Let S be Breuil’s ring [Liu2,
§2.2]. Let D = D ⊗K S[1/p] be the rational Breuil module assocaited to D. The main result of
[Liu2] shows that there exists a unique strongly divisible lattice M in D such that T(M) = T ,
where
T(M) = HomS,ϕ,N,Fil(M, Âst)
∨.
Furthermore, Liu shows thatM is canonically identified withM⊗S,ϕS. Now, one easily checks
thatM ⊗W S is a strongly divisible lattice in D, and
T(M ⊗W S) = HomS,ϕ,N,Fil(M ⊗W S, Âst)∨ = Homϕ,Fil(M, ÂN=0st )∨.
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As ÂN=0st = Acris, we obtain T(M ⊗W S) = FL[a,b](M) = T . By uniqueness, M ⊗W S = M =
M⊗S,ϕS. Applying−⊗SW (where the map S →W sends u to 0), we findM = ϕ∗(M/uM). 
Lemma A.4. Let M be a Kisin module and let ψM : M⊗M→ S be a symmetric map of Kisin
modules. Let T = T(M) and let ψT be the induced pairing on T . Then Cl(M, ψM) is a Kisin
module, and there is a natural isomorphism T(Cl(M, ψM))→ Cl(T, ψT ).
Proof. For a Z-module M , let T(M) denote the tensor algbera on M and Tn(M) the truncated
tensor algebra
⊕
k≤nM
⊗k, which we regard as a subgroup of T(M). Let Cn (resp. In) denote
the image (resp. kernel) of the map Tn(M) → Cl(M, ψM). There is a natural isomorphism
of Cn/Cn−1 with
∧n
M, which shows, inductively, that Cn is free as an S-module. It is clear
that the Frobenius on M induces one on Cn, and so Cn is a Kisin module. In particular,
Cl(M, ψM) = Cr is a Kisin module, where r is the rank of M
We have an exact sequence of Kisin modules
0→ In → Tn(M)→ Cn → 0.
Applying T and taking the direct limit over n, we see that there is an exact sequence
0→ lim−→T(In)→ T(T )→ T(Cl(M, ψM))→ 0.
It is easy to see that the right map is an algebra homomorphism, and so the group on the left
is a 2-sided ideal of T(T ). We claim that it is generated by T(I2). To see this, note that the
ideal lim−→In of T(M) is generated by I2. It follows that the map of Kisin modules⊕
i+j=n−2
(Ti(M) ⊗ I2 ⊗ Tj(M))→ In
is surjective. Applying T, and using that T is a tensor functor which preserves surjections,
establishes the claim.
Now, we have an isomorphism
Sym2(M)→ I2, xy 7→ x⊗ y + y ⊗ x− 2ψM(x, y).
Applying T, and using the compatibility of T with Sym2 (which is obvious since p 6= 2), we
see that T(I2) is exactly the kernel of the map T2(T ) → Cl(T, ψT ). We have thus shown that
ker(T(T )→ T(Cl(M, ψM))) and ker(T(T )→ Cl(T, ψT )) are two 2-sided ideals of T(T ) which are
generated by their intersections with T2(T ), and that these intersections coincide. It follows
that the ideals coincide, and so T(Cl(M, ψM)) is naturally isomorphic to Cl(T, ψT ). 
We now prove the proposition:
Proof of Proposition A.1. Let M be the Kisin module such that T(M) = M . Since T is a
fully faithful tensor functor, the pairing ψM comes from a symmetric pairing ψM on M. By
Lemma A.4, the Clifford algbera C = Cl(M, ψM) is a Kisin module, and T(C) is naturally iden-
tified with Cl(T, ψT ). Since Cl(V, ψV ) has weights in [a, b], it follows from Lemma A.3 that
ϕ∗(C/uC) is naturally identified with the strongly divisible lattice corresponding to Cl(T, ψT )
under FL[a,b]. Since formation of Clifford algebras is compatible with base change, C/uC is
the Clifford algebra associated to M/uM with respect to the pairing induced by ψM. Applying
Lemma A.3 again, we see that ϕ∗(M/uM) is naturally isomorphic to M ; under this identifi-
cation, the pairing induced by ψM corresponds to ψM , which shows that ψM takes values in
W . We have thus shown that T(Cl(M,ψM )) is identified with Cl(T, ψT ). The statement for
even Clifford algebras follows, as the even Clifford algebra is obtained from the full Clifford
algebra by taking Z/2Z-invariants.
This shows that Cl(M,ψM ) is naturally identified with the a-strongly divisible lattice in
Cl(D,ψD) which corresponds to Cl(T, ψT ) under FL[a,b]. The last thing to check is that these
two sublattices of Cl(D,ψD) are equal. This is not difficult but requires one to verify that
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various identifications are compatible. Since details of this type of verification will be found
in [BS], we sketch the argument here. The basic idea is to work with Kisin modules inside a
fixed rational Breuil module. If D is an admissible Breuil module and T is a G∞-stable lattice
in the corresponding Galois representation V , there is a unique Kisin module M embedded
in D such that T(M) = M under the fixed identification of T(M)[1/p] with V . One can then
verify, as in the above proof, that Cl(M, ψM) ⊂ Cl(D, ψD) corresponds to Cl(T, ψT ), and this
gives the desired equality. We refer the reader to the upcoming paper [BS] for a more detailed
argument along these lines. 
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